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Abstract: This paper attempts to delineate the relation of early Chinese views on
vision and visuality to nascent reflections on painting arising in the Early Medieval

period. Ever since that time, pictorial creativity has been associated with Buddhist
ideas of spiritual perfection. Likewise, the Early Medieval concern for the visualization

of spiritual journeys to exceptional humans (and superhumans) through
imaginary landscapes seems to be of Buddhist origin. The first part of this paper
gives a short sketch of the intellectual landscape in which theorizing on painting
since the 5th century CE first arose. The main body of the study, consisting of parts
two through five, close readings of pre-Buddhist texts on vision and imagination.
From these exploratory investigations it emerges that the very terms that are key in
early reflections on painting such as 'spirit' (shen #), 'perspicacity' (ming Bfj), but
also 'imagination' (xiang Si) and 'symbol' (xiang SO are closely related to a specific
conception of seeing and visuality which is manifest in these texts. A final part
sketches the possible relevance of these observations in early and pre-imperial
sources for the interpretation of Chinese theories on painting. It emerges that while
the rising interest in imagination since the Eastern Jin period is indeed an
innovation inspired by Buddhism, the extraordinary role of the notion of 'spirit' in
reflections about painting is closely related to earlier autochthonous traditions.
The appeal to specifically Buddhist notions such as the samädhi of free play in texts

on pictorial production and contemplation appears to be of a secondary character.

It seems to be mediated by the inclusion of the very word 'spirit' (shen) into Chinese

renderings of technical Buddhist terms related to meditation, which resulted in the

implicit association of this specialist vocabulary with inherited conceptions of
spirit as a luminous force animating, inspiring and enlightening things, in both

quite a literal and in a rather metaphorical sense.
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The following words are taken from a passage of a collection of colophons on
famous paintings and painters accomplished, in the 1120s, by the Northern Song
scholar Dong You lEiJ. His portrait of the eminent landscapist Li Cheng AbX

(Xianxi 919-967) not only brings us to this leading genre in Chinese painting
but also illustrates a way of conceiving creativity that is symptomatic for Chinese

discourses on artistic production:

Xie He ifl. 499-502) says that what is most difficult in painting is to draw truthfully1, and Gu

Kaizhi (346-407) thinks that it all depends on adding the last stroke to the (position of the)

eyeball; thus he states that conveying (a person's) spirit and depicting (their) aura depends

precisely on this. When our contemporaries discuss painting, they all miss the intention of the

ancients, they don't know mountains and rivers, grasses and trees, small animals and fish,
birds and quadrupeds. But who would negate their genuine character?! If one misses the

similarities of their shapes, then one paints a tiger, but it is a dog. Could one then say that one

captures its genuine character? Mr. Li Yingqiu, styled Xianxi, displayed utmost clarity. Hence,
when he delved into painting, he subtly entered the samâdhi. He arrived at the point where
there was no line or trace to follow and where one didn't know the spot where he would lower
the brush [next]. Therefore, he was able to be without any external contamination (lit. "a whiff
of dust"), and in his detachment from other people he did not concentrate on accurately
shaping mountains, waters, trees, stones, smoke, fog, peaks and mist. Rather, he penetrated
into the movement of their natural (lit. "heavenly") impulses, so that the bright places opened
and the dark ones were closed. His spontaneous inspiration was unpredictable and his

contemporaries did not succeed to understand it. Therefore, they said: The breath is raised by
the brush, the brush is left by the images. And when he engaged in painting he completely
forgot the painting. Such was the adequacy of his shapes! This is not due to his attaining some
kind of subtle understanding, but due to his never abandoning this [i.e. his spontaneous
reaction to their impulses], ("On Li Yingqiu's Paintings of Mountains and Water" fcb
2K@, Collected Colophons of Guangchuan ÂjllJËSê).

IESP»I±tb«. tttÀfè
*ÜSA£A;t, ^nb/X^AHitÄ®. iMfÄJDfiD f», Riffe

#Ä*iSb | 1&,

1 The phrase "xie zhen" is later used in the specific sense of portrait painting.
2 While I was unable to identify this or a similar claim attributed to Xie He, Zhang Yanyuan
M/tiM (815-907) in his Records of Famous Paintings of Successive Dynasties (Lidai minghua ji

comp. 847 CE) mentions a very similar statement by Gu Kaizhi IS'UtA (346-407):
"H'faAEl: IMAMM, &b7k, M&JJH, ÄfflU. -JË&If, - " ("Gu Kaizhi says
that painting humans is most difficult. Next come mountains and waters, and then dogs and horses.

The making of terraces and pavilions or specific tools is far more easier." Lidai minghua ji, p. 290).

3 This is an obvious mistake for H'laA.
4 Quoted in Lidai minghua ji, j. 5, p. 319. Cf. Cai 2004:315 who renders it "[t]o convey the spirit and

give a vivid portrayal".
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When he addresses the question of how a painter has to capture the shapes

of mountains, rivers, plants, animals and other things, Dong first quotes Gu

Kaizhi Ulsizl (344-405) and Xie He Hf# {fl. 479-501), two Early Medieval authors
whose reflections about painting are among the earliest extant texts on the subject.

Dong contrasts their common emphasis on the crucial role of the 'accurate

depiction' (xiezhen MK) of things to Li Cheng: When Li painted his landscapes, he

used to completely forget what he was painting. Purely spontaneous, his painting
was unpredictable for himself and inscrutable for outside observers. For them, it
seemed as if the lines drew the brush rather than the other way round.

Such artistic perfection is captured by a term borrowed from Buddhist
meditation: By the time of Dong, it had become a literary cliché to capture the

concentration of the artist in terms of religious meditation. More specifically, the

act of spontaneous creation in Chinese art, painting just as well as poetry, had been

analogized to the spiritual powers of a Buddha or bodhisattva in the 'samädhi of
the free play' (youxi sanmei Like these religious virtuosi, who in this
state of highest concentration gained power over the causality of karmic retribution

and thus could act in absolute freedom, the landscapist arranges his scenery
without the need to slavishly follow the model of the real landscape before his

eyes: Creativity in art finds its model in an image of religious omnipotence.
Even at the core of reflections on landscape painting, which Sullivan

(1916-2013) once provocatively identified as a "wholly native art", allegedly
rather hindered than fostered by the growing influence of Buddhism in
Medieval China,6 we thus find a key concept of explicitly Buddhist pedigree.7

5 Guangchuan huaba, pp. 477-478.
6 Sullivan 1962: 78, qtd. in Loehr 1962: 259.

7 The florescence of painting since the Six Dynasties period has early been related to Buddhist
influence. Thus, the so-called "six laws" of painting transmitted by Xie He, the earliest witness of
systematic attempts of painting criticism in Chinese, had been associated with the Indian theory of
the "six limbs" by William Acker (Bush 1983:143) at latest, and Victor Mair has erected a

philological bulwark in support of the thesis that not only the "six principles" were adopted from India,
but they were grossly misunderstood by Chinese readers of Xie for roughly a millennium (see Mair

2004). In spite of an impressive amount of materials that render a cultural transfer from India

highly plausible, the argument itself ultimately remains inconclusive, not least due to the difficulty
to identify a definite Indian source - be it a work or a milieu - as a possible origin. The argument
also seems to run circle when Mair invokes a text by the Song dynasty critic Liu Daochun S'Jill? (fl.

1057) - who, based on his own hypothesis, must have been ignorant of the genuine meaning of the

"six laws" - as a witness for his thesis (p. 107).
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The conviction that this most appreciated genre of Chinese painting indeed arose
from a Daoist, that is, quintessentially Chinese, context even had earned it the
label of "landscape Taoism".8 That this is a gross oversimplification, at best, has

been pointed out by Bush, who has instead emphasized the role of the lay
Buddhism of Zong Bing trJS (375-443), another early author of reflections about

landscape painting,9 tentatively suggesting the term "landscape Buddhism"10

for Zong's specific approach to views of mountains and waters.11 Meanwhile, it
seems to be commonly acknowledged that Chinese landscape painting has

resulted from a "hybridization" and "cross-fertilization of Taoism and Buddhism

on Chinese soil".12 In a recent study on visualization and imagination during the
Eastern Jin period (317-420), Tian Xiaofei has demonstrated in detail the
close interconnection between the imagination and depiction of landscapes with
the visualization of "transcendent figures".13 She even identified a typical

8 de Bary et al. 1983: 292; Bush 1983: 132; Bush 2004: 76. On the shift of attention from a
general quest of naturalness and spontaneity to the specific concern with landscape in the

Early Medieval Daoism of the so-called "Seven Sages of the Bamboo Grove" see Shaw 1988:

188-189.

9 Miranda Shaw credits him with the invention of landscape painting in the proper sense of the

word, as it was only with him that the landscape itself became the main concern of painting. With
earlier painters like the above-mentioned Gu Kaizhi landscape according to her mainly "provides a

setting for a legendary plot" (Shaw 1988: 193; 200). Yet, like Susan Bush (1983: 133), Shaw

emphasizes the meditative rather than aesthetic function of Zong's landscape painting (Shaw 1988:

194). For an overview on English translations of his seminal Preface to painting mountains and

waters (Hua shan shui xu ÄlfzKf?), see, e.g. Bush 1983:140.

10 Bush 2004:60-61. Bush admits that both labels, which she uses for contrasting Zong Bing from
his coeval Wang Wei (415-453), author of another early text on Chinese landscape painting,
namely "landscape Buddhism" vs. "Neo-Daois[m]" and "landscape Daoism", while "perhaps too

simplistic to characterize the content of their essays" (Bush 2004:61), are still useful in referring to
their fundamentally distinct intellectual and social backgrounds. For the history and problematic
character of the term "Neo-Daoism" going back to Paul Pelliot (1878-1940) see Espesset 2018:

1066, n. 26; 1073: n. 57.

11 For the relation of the painting of mountains and waters to explicitly religious representations
of paradise landscapes with the constituent elements of a main mountain raising from water see

Ledderose 1983, esp. p. 175. "It might appear that to a larger extent and in a more concrete sense
than generally recognized, landscape painting in China is the representation of an earthly
paradise." (Ledderose 1983:180).
12 Shaw 1988:183. Cf. also Turner 2009:110-111.

13 On the mountains as the homes of spirits and immortals in Ge Hong's Daoism see Shaw 1988:

187: "Ko Hung lists twenty-eight mountains [...] of [...] heightened numinosity. He explains that
these mountains are the homes of spirits and immortals who can aid, bless, and instruct the

immortality-seeking mountaineer."
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"configuration" in poems14 which proceed from the description of a landscape to

the appearance therein of a human figure15 - "literally the 'spirit,' 'soul,' or 'god'
0shen) of the mountain"16 - whose detection by the observer symbolizes the

achievement of transcendence.17 As she notes with respect to afu ® by Sun Chuo

Wfê- (314-371) about a journey to Mount Tiantai ^ o, poets seem to have used

visual images as an aid for envisioning the mountains onto which their imaginary
pilgrimages led them18 - a situation strongly reminiscent of Zong Bing, whose

imaginary roaming through the mountains depicted on the paintings in his home

was essentially a substitute that enabled him to seek communion with the sages
and worthies, although his physical constitution - age and sickness - no more
allowed him to wander through the real mountains.19 To whatever extent the

formation of landscape painting was indeed influenced by Buddhism - it is

clearly related to the sudden prominence of practices of visualization and

imagination, not least of human figures, from the early 4th century CE onwards.
This development is reflected in the emergence and rapid spread of the character

xiang itS that is doubtlessly spurred by the new 'religion of images' (xiangjiao
M&l)20'21- Far from being a peculiarity of two individual authors, the sequence of

14 Frodsham (1960/1) has discussed Zong Bing's essay in conjunction with the poetical
appreciation of landscape scenery in the fourth and fifth centuries (Bush 1983: 132). Bush explicitly
relates his alleged "landscape Buddhism" with the poet Xie Lingyun HtSiS (385-433) (p. 133). For

this increasing importance of landscape in poetry see also Shaw 1988:189-190.
15 Tian 2005: 87.

16 Tian 2005: 88. Shaw points out that "visualisation of spirits and immortals" has been "an
important aspect of Taoist practice for many groups" long before the invention of landscape poetry
and painting (Shaw 1988:193).

17 Tian 2005: 88.

18 Tian 2005: 86. "The reference to 'pictures and illustrations' appears to indicate that Sun Chuo

was using visual images as an aid in his envisioning of the mountain. Although the fu itself
describes in great detail the author's 'ascent,' the framework was established at the very beginning:

it is a spiritual, not physical, pilgrimage."
19 Cf. Tian 2005: 91.

20 Eric M. Greene (2018) has recently cautioned against uncritical interpretations of this term. He

points out that the understanding of xiangjiao in the sense of a "religion of images" only arises in
anti-Buddhist polemical texts in the late 5th c. CE (p. 458). Before that time, the veneration of
images does not seem to have been understood as specifically Buddhist. Greene moreover refers to
Paul Pelliot, who had shown early in the 1930s that the expression xiangjiao has a specifically
eschatological meaning that denotes the era of the "semblance of teachings", a period of decline of
the dharma allegedly setting in some 500 years after the Buddha's demise (p. 457). Even if the

sudden appearance of image worship from the late 2nd c. CE onwards thus suggests that it was
indeed inspired by Buddhism, the interpretation of xiangjiao as a "religion of images" seems

distinctively late.

21 Tian 2005: 90. Bush thinks it possible that Zong Bing's approach to landscape painting was
"conditioned" by "Buddhist attitudes toward icons, since he considered painted scenery to be as
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an initial phase of contemplation and an ensuing imaginary journey attested
both in Sun Chuo's composition and in Zong Bing's text on painting, turns out to
be an essential characteristic of the medieval conception of artistic production, as

the works of the literary critics Lu Ji Wfik (261-303) and Liu Xie SÄ (c. 465-522)
show: The former refers to the initial contemplation as "retaining one's sight and

countervailing one's listening" (shou shifan ting ^lisLH)22, the latter speaks of
a "state of silence and mental concentration" (jiran ning Iii SMSl#,)23. And
while neither is an explicit reference to the kind of imagination under consideration

here, both formulations suggest an intentional disconnection from
outside sensual impressions and a retreat into the inside that set the stage for
imagination.24 Indeed, this static phase of concentration is followed by a
"dynamic flight of imagination"25 that "starts off with the well-concentrated jing or
vital essence, goes through the entire spectrum of temporality, and reaches the

ultimate ends in all directions".26 Cai Zong-qi notes the similarity, "if not identi
[ty]"27 of these two "major phases of literary production" with meditational
practices of "concentrating" one's "vital essence" and "entering one's shen".28

Related expressions in pre-medieval sources such as 'to enter the shen' in the

Xici ISM (Appended Statements of the Changes ofZhou) according to him point to

an integration of the human shen with "the cosmic shen or miraculous modus

effective an aid in meditation as natural landscape" (Bush 1983: 137). Miranda Shaw more
specifically holds that Zong Bing's portrayal of landscape shares the function of the Buddha-image
in meditative invocations of Buddha Amitâbha as practiced by Huiyuan MM (334-416) and his

followers (Shaw 1988: 200): "Tsung Ping applied a principle that he learned from Hui-yiian
namely, that an image can convey the spiritual presence of a person or an object that is no longer
physically present" (Shaw 1988: 201). Bush, on the contrary, is of the opinion that Zong's

"appreciation of the vast expanse of the universe and the emptiness of unpeopled nature is

distinctly Buddhist in cast" (Bush 1983:133).

22 Wenfu, p. 25.

23 Wenxin diaolong, p. 295.

24 Cai 2004: 328-329.

25 Cai Zong-qi speaks about one's "daemon's out-of-body flight" (Cai 2004: 329).

26 "In depicting the flight of imagination, [...] Lu [...] accentuatejs] its transcendence of normal
restrictions of time and space. Lu writes, 'My essence galloping to the world's eight bounds, /My
mind roaming ten-thousand yards, up and down [fÄlÜAS, Characters added]...
He observes all past and present in a single moment, /Touches all the world in the blink of an eye.

[fîï4^S3l. ÄfflÄ—P. Characters added]"'(Cai 2004: 329).

27 Cai 2004: 328.

28 ""Concentration of vital essence" and "entering the shen" respectively mark the inactive and

dynamic states of the secondary human shen. These two states [...] are conspicuously similar to, if
not identifiable with, the two major phases of literary creation: the initial quiet contemplation and

the ensuing dynamic flight of imagination." (Cai 2004: 328).
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operandi of heaven and earth", an "everlasting process of change and
transformation" [...] "usually called the Dao or yin-yang".29 For Cai, this "roaming of
the heart" (you xin M'ù) hence means "nothing but a daemonic flight along with
the process of transformation"30. And while this reveals an obvious continuity of
this particular conception of artistic production to earlier traditions of pre-
Buddhist Chinese thought,31 it also displays a striking resemblance to contemporary

descriptions of Buddhist exercises of concentration: When Lu Ji describes

the suspension, during the dynamic flight of imagination inspiring literary
production, of the limits and dimensions of time and space, this is reminiscent, both
in content and wording, to the alleged supernatural powers (abhijnâ) of a

Buddha, arhat or bodhisattva on the fourth level of meditation (dhyâna), a term
often translated into Chinese as shentong #il, lit. something like 'spiritual
penetration'. In a more specific usage, this expression is also shorthand for shen

ru yi tong ('all-pervasion at one's will'), i.e. the fifth of these
supernatural powers, namely the ability to be anywhere and to do anything at will
(rddhi-sâksâtkriyâ, 'manifestation of supernatural power', also shen zu tong ttfg.
Ä, lit. 'all-pervasion on spiritual feet').32 Thus, according to the Mahäpra-
jhâpâramitasâstra (Dazhi du lun translated by Kumärajiva in 402 CE,

the bodhisattva "supremely [playing] (you xi lËltt) with the [superknowledges
(abhijnâ)] [...] goes at will and spontaneously to immense and infinite universes
without encountering any obstacles"33. The same treatise relates about a king
who, after the attainment of pratyekabuddhahood and "endowed with the six

superknowledges [...], went flying to a solitary forest"34. And while in a sutra

29 Cai 2004: 328.

30 Cai 2004: 328.

31 K.C. Chang has famously pointed out the similarity of such "daemonic flights" attested in
medieval texts such as Ge Hong's Sbtt (284-364) Baopuzi fSttT1 to shamanistic journeys allegedly

harkening back as far as to the Neolithic period (Chang 1999: 50-52; see also Bush 1983:134).
On the link between Ge Hong's "alchemical" Daoism and landscape, especially mountains, see

Shaw 1988:187.

32 Soothill/Hodous 1937:123.

33 "4fg4Ii. SISfteÄäteläitt#. #Äfi-bfiii4'B#«il^o flWTîfflttHÉfh Ä+2f
jfj|£jS#:§E!jtg£. " T 1509, p. 418a20-24. See Lamotte s.a.,

vol. 5, p. 2018. The same association of samädhi, supernatural powers and the ability to fly through
the innumerable Buddhalands is documented in the Suvikräntacintädevapu-

trapariprcchä (tr. Dharmaraksa in 256 CE [Mai 1996: 52]) which states that "those who

constantly tame their mind and quietly abide in concentration (samädhi) [...] [have] the characteristic

of wisdom and fly, in their spiritual power, through the transformations and get to the

hundreds of millions of Buddhalands (buddhaksetra)." (# ID'lblisiHSft / ttäÄ
mtit / T 588, p. 110a03-05).

34 "ÄÄttaBPflSSlPÜSWW o
" T1509, p. 191b02-03. Lamotte s.a., vol. 2, p. 829.
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translated into Chinese by Dharmaraksa —.îi'ai (229-306), the Buddha teaches

Änanda that all Buddhas "have a samädhi called the 'mastery of abhijnd'
(shen tongzhu ttîfizÈ) which enables them to help those without these spiritual
powers "fly through the empty space" at a height of seven trees35, the Dajijing

translated by Dharmaksema (385-433) tells a story about five
bodhisattvas (dasheng A1Ë) who "with their supernatural powers (abhnijnds)
flew up into the empty sky and onto the peak of the great mountain Kharädiya,
the abode of Buddha Sâkayamuni"36. Spiritual flights not only through infinite

space, but also to remote areas like forests and mountains are thus as well
established in Buddhist lore as they are anchored in pre-Buddhist Chinese

traditions themselves. Still, it is instructive to see, in this particular context, that in a

short treatise on the elucidation of Buddhahood (Mingfolun Hfjffifil)37, Zong Bing,
the very author of the famous preface on painting mountains and waters,38 has

his interlocutor ask the following: Why - in spite of the overall equivalence of
Confucius' instructions about altruism with the compassion of a bodhisattva
and the extreme closeness of Laozi's doctrine of disengagement with the
Buddhist teaching of nirvana - does he still not admit that in the case of these

two teachers "their spirit is pervasive and that they have attained Buddhahood"
(Ä#fflJ$tt).39'40 This suggests that Zong Bing, for whom the "native" doctrines

regardless of their admitted compatibility with Buddhism fail to exhaust the

profundity of the latter, considered abhijnd, that is, the "spiritual pervasiveness"
allegedly allowing one to embark on spiritual flights, a privilege of those who

35 Caturdärakasamädhisütra (T 378, p. 928b05-06): "H$t°
-£SttiÛ3Ë° fïlkHfPfjo ttÂteiS-b®!. " (Änanda, all the Buddhas, the

world honored ones have a samädhi (concentration) which is named the mastery of penetrating
spirit (abhijnä). Those who dwell in this samädhi, let those who have no penetrating spirit fly
through empty space, and their spirit feet are able to reach a height of seven trees).

36 "KttäAfiSSÄS. "Dafangdengdajijing
(Mahävaipulyamahäsamghätasütra), T 397, p. 273cl8-c20.
37 Cf. Bush 1983:132. A partial translation of this treatise is available in Liebenthal 1952:378-394.
38 Zong Bing is known to have spent some time at Mount Lu where Huiyuan, a founding figure of
Chinese Pure Land Buddhism, had established a monastery (Bush 1983:132; Shaw 1988:199-200).

According to Miranda Shaw, Buddhists at Huiyuan's monastery "considered [landscape] to be an

integral part of their spirituality [...] and experienced dramatic moments of self-transcendence

through unity with landscape" (p. 190).

39 Hôngmingjî HLMM. (Collection on the Elucidation [of Buddhism]), T 102, p. 12a8-9.

40 By which he would diverge from the common Buddhist stance according to which only
the sixth abhijnä, the supernatural 'consciousness of the waning of vicious propensities'
(Ü IS® äsravaksaya-jhäna) sets the Buddhist sages apart from magicians (Soothill/Hodous 1937:

123; 138).
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have attained Buddhahood/'1 Whatever the Buddhist, Daoist or Confucian42

elements in Zong's thought, it seems as probable that his notion of "spirit" - after
all the key concept in his theory of painting - is more deeply entrenched with
Buddhist connotations than its linguistic surface may suggest.43 And while the

autochthonous Chinese connection between meditational exercises and spiritual
journeys resemble their Buddhist counterparts, the very similarities are on such a

general level that it seems elusive to trace their various elements to a specific
source. What is to be noted, in contrast, is that texts like Lu's rhapsody on
literature or Zong's essay on painting differ in one essential respect from the

reports on spiritual journeys just discussed: Their focus is not on the meditation
and resulting magical powers of spiritual ascent, but on literary and artistic
production.44 Moreover, as Tian Xiaofei observes, these texts emphasize the

41 Zong's own writings confirm that he associated "the ascent on high with the experience of
cosmic space in a Buddhist sense" (Bush 1983: 136).

42 Bush's tentative characterization of Zong's landscape Buddhism in his treatise on painting as

"Confucian" rests on her observation that the sages he mentions and with whom he, in an
unmistakably Daoist manner, seeks communion in the mountains are related with the Confucian

rather than Daoist tradition (Bush 1983: 134). What is notable, is that unlike the Preface, the

apologetic Mingfolun prominently stages Daoist immortals.

43 In view of the guiding role of Buddha and the sages in Zong's texts, Susan Bush considers him
"closer to a kind of 'Confucian Buddhism' than a 'Buddho-Taoism'" (Bush 1983:133). As for Zong's

preface on painting mountains and waters, she remarks that "it is conceivable that Buddhism,
which is never explicitly mentioned, is the most important frame of reference in the essay" (Bush

1983:134). For a discussion on Zong's notion of shen ('spirit') and its Buddhist underpinnings, see

Bush 1983:140-143.

44 On this see Obert 2000:849: "Reading [ZongBing's text] as a euphoric report on the fulfilment ofa
Buddhist quest for awakening and detachment "from nature" obviously misses its substance. In spite
of its plausibility regarding Zong Bing's daily life as the background of the "Preface"

(Lebenshintergrund,), the lop-sided interpretation within the framework of a "landscape Buddhism" based on
Lushan fails to do justice to its genuine intention to provide a theory ofpainting (malereitheoretische

Bestrebungen). [...] large parts of the text do not address the contemplation of landscape as a "form of
meditation". Rather they provide an argument for the transition to the contemplation of painted
views of mountains and waters. And as a "Buddhist" hymn on nature need not necessarily imply a

theory of aesthetics (ästhetische Theorie), which hence would rather seem imputed to it with
hindsight, it is only on the basis of this observation that Zong Bing's "Preface" has first and foremost to be

read as a writing on aesthetics, a text on art theory." (my translation). See also Ledderose (1983:172).

However, in contrast to Obert, Ledderose holds that "[ajesthetic values generally originate in a

religious sphere", and that, "for a better understanding of many aesthetic phenomena it is therefore

helpful to trace their religious roots" (p. 165). Ledderose invokes the notion of "secularisation" to

capture the development of an increasing liberation of aesthetic from religious values which leads to

an autonomous aesthetics. The crucial issue thus obviously amounts to the question whether it
makes sense to speak about "aesthetics" at all at any time before the 18th century when this concept

was first raised and developed by philosophers like Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten (1714-1762).
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imaginary aspect of such roaming experiences.45 As we have indicated before,
this is clearly a mode of viewing these spiritual journeys that was inspired by the
advent of Buddhism. Eventually, our short glimpse at the intellectual context of
the rise of Chinese reflections on landscape painting clearly indicates that
Buddhist elements, notably the practice of samädhi so prominently figuring in
the quote from Dong You above, constitute an essential factor of these
considerations since the very beginning - just as explicit references to Daoist texts,

notably the Zhuangzi, remain crucial also in later periods, as e.g. reflected in
Dong's notion of 'heavenly impulses' (tianji 5vf§) in the quote cited above. Still,
what it shows most clearly is that the subliminal Buddhist subtext in these early
texts on the arts is closely related to the notion of shen. This word prominently
occurs both in neologisms for supernatural powers and knowledges resulting
from samädhi, that is exercises in mental concentration eventually leading to

Buddhahood, like shen tong 'spirit(ual) pervasion', and in the central concept in
Zong Bing's theory on mountain and water painting. In Zong's view, the
production and appreciation of this art culminates in the attainment of 'spiritual
liberation' (changshen tltt), a phrase referring to a "spiritual flow", or, in a more
literal translation, a practice of "letting [one's?] spirit flow in an unobstructed

way".
However, as seen in the excerpt from Dong You's portrait of Li Cheng at the

beginning of this essay, the use of the notion of 'spirit' in early Chinese texts on
painting is not restricted to landscapism. Along with the alleged concern of early
authors for the adequate depiction of the real shapes before their eyes, Dong also
criticizes Gu Kaizhi for his focus on painting the eyes in portraits. It is this care
which Gu devotes to the organ of sight that is condensed in his famous formula of
conveying the portrayed person's spirit and depicting the expression, literally: the

'radiance', of his face (chuan shen xie zhao - more freely characterized

as a person's "aura" above. Cai Zong-qi, who experiments with the Latin terms
anima and animus for rendering shen's animating and inspiring (i.e., cognitive)
functions respectively, remarks that "for Gu the anima or the innermost personality

of the subject in portrait painting is revealed, first and foremost through the
eye"46. He relates this observation to passages in the Mencius and other classical

texts that suggest that the eyes reveal a person's moral character, and he invokes a

debate, emerging in the Han period (206 BCE-220 CE), over the relation between
shen and the eye. In this debate, partisans of the independence of shen are said to
have opposed authors like Wang Chong 3E55 (21-91 CE) who argued for its reliance

45 "[...] [I]n these Eastern Jin texts, the roaming is always carried out in the mind." (Tian
2004: 89).
46 Cai 2004: 317.
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on the anatomical basis of the eye of flesh and blood - a controversy which in a

sense is reiterated during the medieval period in a notorious series of heated

disputes on the 'perishability of shen' (shen mie WM)?7 Cai insinuates that the

intimate relationship between the organ of sight and 'spirit' is thus essential to
understand the emphasis which Gu Kaizhi lays on the accurate depiction of the

eye - which medical texts characterize as a genuine concentration of the 'essence'

(jing If) from all inner organs.48 Note that the centerpiece of Gu's reflections on

painting, the eyeball (jing Iff), is not only fully homophonous with jing If, but
according to Chinese medicine it is nothing else than an agglomerate of this most
refined kind of matter. Again, the notion of spirit is closely tied with seeing and

sight, even though the perspective is inverted. The eye and the spirit, which
allegedly abides in it, are here discussed as observed objects of sight to be captured
in painting rather than agencies or media that allow the observing "subject" a

specific visual or visionary experience. Elaborating on a terminological distinction
established by Qian Zhongshu Utt# (1910-1998), Cai Zong-qi notes that this

"primary human shen" as concentrated in one's eyes is "inseparably bound" with
the 'human body' (xing H^),49 and he sets it apart from the medium of spiritual
flights discussed before, which he dubs "secondary"50 and characterizes as "xing-
free"51. As Cai convincingly shows, the medieval views about shen clearly harken
back well into the Western Han and pre-imperial periods, that is, a time before the

Buddhist "conquest" of China. And even if, as we have suggested above, the

medieval discourses about 'spirit' and its role in the arts also seem to allude to

specifically Buddhist notions and positions, he thus has the merit to have opened a

promising perspective pointing beyond Buddhism.

47 Zong Bing himself partook in this debate, siding with those who claimed that spirit does not
perish after the decay of the body (Bush 1983:133; for a recent discussion of Zong's position as

expressed in his Mingfolun (Treatise on Elucidating Buddhahood), see Park 2012: 212-214). This
idea is closely related to Huiyuan's approximation of a universal 'spirit' with the Buddha's

dharmakäya. The irony of this dispute, long noted by Sinologists, is that it was the Buddhists -
adherents of the teaching of non-self - who defended the imperishability of spirit, while some of
their fiercest contenders like Fan Zhen tuft (c. 450-515 CE) were Confucians - who held the

ancestral cult in high esteem, which seems inherently related to complex notions of individualized
'spirits' or 'souls'. Although sinological luminaries such as Paul Pelliot have well documented the

debate on the perishability of shen, the conceptual implications of this pivotal term, commonly
translated as 'soul', often remain unaddressed. For a recent exception see the discussion in Radich

2014: 473.

48 Cai refers to a passage in the Lingshu MfM (Spiritual pivot) section of the Huangdi nejing ürffr
rtM (Inner Classic of the Yellow Emperor) (Cai 2004: 318). See n. 67, pp. 15-16 below.

49 Cai 2004: 325.

50 Cai 2004: 325.

51 Cai 2004: 320.
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The main part of this paper will continue this search and attempt to identify
Chinese texts about seeing and sight from the pre-Buddhist period. The three

preliminary case studies at its core provide insights into the semantics and

philosophical implications of some of the vocabulary which eventually
transformed into key terms of the reflections on art production as discussed above. The

first section will be dedicated to the term xiang iff. As we have seen, this word, at
least in the guise of this particular character with the heart signifier, is only rarely
used before the medieval period. Concomitant to a sudden rise in frequency in the
Eastern Jin Dynasty, it adopts the new meaning of intentional 'imagination' or
'visualization'. A close reading of its use in Wang Chong's argumentation against
the existence of ghosts in the Lunheng (Balance of [Conflicting] Explanations)

will reveal the anatomical and physical underpinnings of his views on
merely imaginary or illusionary objects of sight (and of the other senses) as

opposed to the vision of 'real' (shi #) things. Wang Chong's "naturalist"52

account shows an intimate connection of the phenomenon of (unintended)
imagination and illusion with his specific interpretation of essence (jing) and

spirit (shen). A second section presents a short discussion of the process of seeing
as illustrated in the Zhuangzi commentary attributed to Sima Biao W] ,%M (d. 306
CE), who lived at the eve of the Eastern Jin period. It documents a view on seeing
which both sticks to a theory of "immission" - without an external source of light
there is no sight - and the idea of an independent faculty of sight called ming HJj

'perspicacity' (lit. 'clarity'), sometimes translated as 'intelligence', but rather
meaning something like 'brightness', 'translucency' or 'transparency'. A third
section is dedicated to a chapter of the Xinshu iff# (New Documents), a work
attributed to the Western Han Confucian Jia Yi M It (c. 201-169 BCE). It is thus the

oldest, but also the most difficult, source discussed in this study. However, in
spite of its conciseness, its peculiar terminology and lack of explicitness, it is still
valuable in highlighting a crucial connection between light, seeing, shen (spirit),
and ming (perspicacity). Even if many details will have to remain inconclusive, it
will be shown that Jia considers 'spirit' and 'perspicacity' as genetically related to

each other and how he integrates both of them in what one could call a cosmology

of light which associates the notions of dao it (the 'Way') and de IS ('virtue') with
metaphors of luminosity.53 To use a phrase by Cai Zong-qi, Jia Yi's text thus

52 Alfred Forke (1867-1944) had early on compared Wang's emphasis on the "knowledge of the

natural causes of things as an antidote against superstition" to the materialism of Epicurus and

Lucretius (Forke 1907:13).

53 In a way this at least helps putting into perspective the established view of an alleged priority
of the sense of audition over sight in ancient China (see Nylan 2008: 129, and, recently, Gong
2017).
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suggests a specific sense in which the eye in ancient China was indeed conceived

as the "home or even the source"54 of the spirit.

II

The following discussion starts from the explanation, by the Eastern Han scholar

Wang Chong (31-91 CE), why people see ghosts although ghosts - in his view - do

not exist. This not only shows us how he conceives of the process of seeing, but it
also sheds some light on the development of the Chinese vocabulary of imagination

and recollection which became so prominent in discourses about vision and

visuality from the Eastern Jin (316-420 CE) period onward.

Wang Chong argues against the common view that ghosts are the spirits of
dead people. He does so by "psychologizing" the vision of ghosts: It is due to our
attachment to memories and our fixation on the images we recall that the vision of
ghosts is provoked:

Wherever, between heaven and earth, there are ghosts, it is not that the finest essence and

spirit ofpeople dying would produce them. All of them are brought about by people indulging in

(lit. 'longing for') memories and storing [previous] impressions. For what reason (lit. 'whence')
do they bring them about? If people are sick they are worried and anxious, and when they are
worried and anxious they see ghosts come out.55

xmwmrn, »«mitHA57

It is their worries and anxiety which lead people to "fixate" on the recollection of
their impressions. This results in their seeing things which are not there, literally
seeing things "in the void" (xu jian JÉJL). While it is difficult to precisely determine
the semantics of the expression "cun xiang" - translated as "storing impressions"
above - it seems plausible to assume that the former "cun", resumed by the gloss

54 Cai Zong-qi closes his discussion on the discourse about the relationship of body and shen with
the remark that the anatomical faction "would have undermined their opponents' stance far more

effectively if they had gone one step further to claim that the eye was the home or even the source of
shen" (Cai 2004: 317).

55 Cf. Forke 1907: 239.

56 Shiming, 'Shi yanyu' SUIS (4.1/45/3; references are given according to the ICS Ancient
Chinese Texts Concordance Series. Format: chapter/page/line):'kê:, fAffi» ÄfSSiSI. 'hiSSÏT*
(ÉÈtiîo " "'To memorize' is 'to stick to'. One thinks and imagines one's relatives and beloved

ones, and the heart/mind sticks and attaches to them without being able to forget them.").
57 Lunheng Itij, 'Dinggui' 1 (65/288/27-28).
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"fixate" above, is here a causative transitive verb,58 while the second is its nominal
object, meaning something like the internalized visual traces of events experienced

in the past. That Wang explicitly relates it to the "technical" meaning of
xiang as 'to judge', 'to inspect', commonly written without the semantic
classifier 'lb, suggests a possible etymology of the term: The illusions of the sick are

paralleled to the "characteristics" or "images" an expert who judges on the quality
of things has in mind when he scrutinizes the objects he sets out to assess.59 We

will resume this point further down. In our present context, another point of
relevance is the fact that the expression "cun xiang" which Wang clearly refers to a

spontaneous and obviously unintentional imagination of non-existing, empty
things is the same term, which in religious or meditative contexts assumes, some
centuries later, the technical meaning of intentional "visualization" in meditation.60

Given the overall absence of the character i® xiang in Wang Chong's work61

and in view of the fact that Wang invokes the transitive verb xiang to illustrate
his use of S, one may even speculate that it was the accidental coincidence of
Wang's expression with this later semi-technical term which led subsequent editors

of the text to add the semantic determiners exclusively in this particular case
and nowhere else in his voluminous work.

Whenever a human is not sick, he is neither worried nor anxious. Hence, when he becomes ill
and sleeps on his mat, he is in fear and anxiety, and ghosts arrive. When he is in fear and

58 In later Daoist meditation the verb cun "is used in its causative mode, in the sense of 'to cause to
exist' or 'to make present'" (Kohn 2008: 287). According to Pulleyblank (1991: 32) cun (*dzwan)
derives from an n-suffixation ofzài (*dzaj?). See also the discussion in Baxter/Sagart 2014:202-203.
59 This observation is reflected in Axel Schuessler's analysis of xiâng ffl 'look at/inspect' as an
extrovert (exoactive) verb belonging to the same root as endoactive xiäng *M 'to think/to imagine'
(Schuessler 2007: 531).

60 In later religious Daoism cun and xiang refer to the production of a vision of one's spirit and an
image of one's body respectively. See Kohn 2008: 287-288, who presents a definition by Sima

Chengzhen (647-735).
61 The character occurs less than a dozen times in pre-imperial texts. The 'Jie Lao' chapter of the
Han Feizi has two occurrences (20/39/19), Liishi Chunqiu S has two (2.3/9/11; 17.5/

104/13); the Guanzi IfT1 has one instance in the 'Nei ye' F*3H ('Inner Exercises') chapter (16.1/116/

15). Here the term is related to the exchange of a person's 'essence' and 'spirit' (jing shen fif f$) in
their communication with the outside world (See pp. 50-56 below). A more archaic usage is
attested in the Zhouli iüüt (Rites of the Zhou), which uses the character to identify one of the ten
'patterns of light' (huifa S/È) the 'inspector of ominous vapors' (shijin îlfS) is charged to observe.
The character here writes a word for luminous phenomena which Zheng Zhong (Sinong W| H,
d. 83 CE) in his commentary identifies as visual effects of the mixing up of vapors that exhibit
similarities which allow the expert to shape his imaginations on them (xingxiang MM) (Cf. Zhouli,

p. 382).
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anxiety, he indulges in (fixates on) images [of former impressions], and when he indulges in

images, the eye sees [things] in the void.62

ÄtÜtM. HI«».]#«,,

For Wang, the vivacity of the hallucinations reflects the degree of psychical
derangement and physical pain: the stronger the disease, the more concrete and
the livelier is the imagined ghost. Light fear causes the vision of ghosts; fearing
death, one sees them in anger, and when there is pain, ghosts appear beating
and fettering the sick. All of this comes up within one's imagination, literally via
"indulgence in images", and "there need not necessarily be something real to it"
(wei bi you qi shi ye fife). The illusionary 'empty' (xu ät) nature of

imagination is thus opposed to the tangible and solid, literally 'filled' (shi ft;),
character of real bodies.64

However, Wang Chong does not stop at this "psychological" explanation of
the hallucinations of a sick person. Notice that he links these with an "anatomical"
account on the causes of misled imagination:

This finest essence memorizes saved images (lit. 'sticks to the indulgence in images'). Some of
it spills into the eye, some spills into the mouth, some spills into the ear. When it slips into the

eye, the eye sees its (the image's) shape, when it slips into the ear, the ear hears its voice;
when it slips into the mouth, the mouth speaks about the corresponding matter.65

sMf&S, i»p, Äfft?. mms, «5, 5SBÄS;
Än, nfÄ».66

As Wang presents the matter, there is a physical cause of the imaginations of the
sick: The crucial role is played by jing If in this context, so-called essence, the most
rarefied kind of matter gathering in our body. As we know from other sources,67 it is

62 Cf. Forke 1907: 239.

63 Lunheng, 'Dinggui' 2 (65/289/1).

64 Lunheng, 'Dinggui' 2 (65/289/4-7). Cf. Forke 1907: 239.

65 Cf. Forke 1907: 239-240.
66 Lunheng, 'Dinggui' 2 (65/289/7-8).
67 This is most explicit in a chapter of the Ling shu jing MMM (Classic of the Numinous Pivot)
entitled 'On major delusions' (Da huo lun ASSfit), which reads: "The eye is the essence of the

five viscera and the six bowels, it is the place which the protector(s), and the guardian(s), the hun

[spirit], and thepo [spirit] constantly encamp, the place where (animating) spirit breath arises.

Hence, when the spirit is exhausted, then hun and po dissipate, intention and thinking unsettle.
Hence the pupil and the black [parts of the] eyeball are modeled on yin, and the white part of
the eyeball and the red veins are modeled on yang. Hence, as yin and yang are conveyed in

harmony, the essence clarifies." @#, AIf&>
mmmmm, SSIL. naimTmmmm, &nn-ê-firf5if
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thought to concentrate in the heart and in the eyes, and it is associated with
consciousness. Even though neither the semantics nor the syntax of the expression

"jing nian cun xiang" is entirely clear, it seems uncontroversial that it is
this sublimated matter which "sticks" or "attaches" to the "images" collected in a

person's memory.68 Regardless whether the second term "cun" is to be interpreted
actively as 'to collect/to keep' etc. - which would be the syntactic default - or
passively, in the sense of the "images" '(re-)collected' or 'kept in mind', it is clear

that Wang provides a physical explanation of consciousness. It is only when this
fine stuff, which is somehow storing the images of objects (most probably as
encountered in previous experiences), is stirred up that parts of it spill over and
flow into the sensual organs, to the effect that one sees, hears or speaks about

things which are not present in reality. While the ghosts one sees thus lack any real
referent out there, their appearance still has a "physical" cause, namely the fact
that the essence of the sick is instigated internally by fear and pain and thus
provokes the sensual organs to hallucinate things which are not there. Whether
one sees ghosts by daylight or one hears them in dreams, both cases rely on the
spirit of the essence. Hence, "fear and anxiety on the one hand and indulgence in
images on the other are one and the same reality"69: Again, the inner structure of
the phrase "jing shen" is unclear. What speaks against simply translating the entire

expression just as "spirit" is the fact that Wang appears to draw a clear difference
between 'essence' on the one hand and 'spirit' on the other. We can ignore this
problem at this point and resume it further down. What is important here is the

BJtËo (cf. Unschuld 2016: 755-756; or Unschuld 2015: 868, in German). Cai has a rather free
translation; "The eyes are the essence of the five parts and six organs of the viscera. They are where
the ying (breath) and the wei (breath), the hun (soul) and the po (soul) constantly dwell and where
the spirit and breath (shenqi) are born. So if the shen is exhausted, the hun and po souls will
dissipate and the zhiyi (intent and will) will be unsettled. Therefore, the pupils or the black part of
the eye are modeled on the yin. The white part and red blood vessels are modeled on the yang. Yin
and yang combine as one, and so there is the luminous vital essence." (Cai 2004; 318). A vastly
different translation based on a fundamentally different - not all too convincing - parsing is

presented by Wu Jing-nuan. See Ling Shu, p. 279. Cf. also Huang Di Nei Jing Ling Shu, p. 868.

68 Early collocations of nian and xiang also appear in the description of ritual ancestor worship.
Sima Biao (d. 306 CE) explicitly relates the phrase nian xiang to the spontaneous memory of one's
deceased relatives - Kenneth Brashier renders this expression as "contemplation and reflection"
(Brashier 2011:3). What relates this example to Wang Chong's vision of ghosts is their involuntary
nature, what connects it with later uses in meditational settings is its religious dimension. In spite
of our spontaneous memories of the dead, Brashier comments on this passage, "the essence of
sacrifice had to be nurtured in our minds" (ibid.).
69 "What we see, while awake, or hear, while asleep, is all the work of our spirit, of fears and

thoughts, which amounts to the same." (Forke 1907: 240); OSJlE&Hj, HIS,
1^1 Ätäo [65/289/9-10]).
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observation that Wang Chong explains away the imagination of ghosts as a mere
effect of physical processes. There is only one reality: Judging from the verb used to

describe its movement, xie :M, 'to leak' or 'to disperse', the bearer of consciousness,
that is shen - the sublimation of matter gathering inside one's body and concentrating

in the heart - is conceived in analogy to a liquid which can easily get stirred

up and caused to spill over. The single "reality" underlying psychological
processes thus appears to be precisely this physical fluctuation of liquids70 - and
the sensual hallucinations experienced by the sick are mere "imaginations". It is

thus clear that, at least in this case, mental phenomena are explained in physical

terms. The psychological phenomena described are not accorded any
independent reality.

As we have already seen, Wang Chong adopts his term for imagination from
the context of professional inspection: He illustrates this with the mythical figures
of Bo Le fö âH and Pao Ding 1ST, two experts in their respective fields, who knew

everything on assessing the quality of a horse and on dismembering a sacrificial
ox.71 But their constant occupation with their profession also determined their way
of looking at things: Habitually scrutinizing horses or cutting apart oxen, they have

internalized the respective schemes and procedures, eventually ending up in a

kind of déformation professionelle, which views everything as a horse or a sacrificial

ox. Obviously, this cannot mean that, in a literal sense, they only saw horses

or dead oxen. What Wang tries to convey is that they always had the patterns and

characteristics of a good horse or the anatomy of an ox in their mind, regardless of
the nature of the real things they were actually seeing in a given moment. Ifwe take

this comparison by Wang Chong serious, we thus can infer that xiang, the mental

images of a horse or an ox in the mind of these experts, and, per analogy, the ghosts

imagined by a sick person, are not genuine depictions, but rather reductive
"outlines" or "contours" of the real shapes of these things. This seems to be

confirmed by the following passage from the Huainanzi about 'assessing'

[xiang ffl) horses:

The directions and tendencies of the words of the hundred specialists (for politics) are

mutually contradicting, but insofar as they agree with the Way they are [part] of one and the

same body (whole). They can be compared to the meeting of the silk [strings], the bamboo

[flutes], the bronze [bells], and the stone [drums] whose [piece] of music is one and the same;

even if the [respective] particular specialists are different, they do not fall short of the [entire]

70 Rudolf Pfister nicely puts this as follows: "According to the ancient Chinese physiological
knowledge 'essence' - fing iff, a mucilaginous body sap, nourishes not only the whole body, but is

also especially important for the eyes and the visual function." (Pfister 2012: 44).

71 Lunheng, 'Ding gui' 2 (65/289/2-4). Cf. Forke 1907: 239.
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body (whole): What Bo Le, Han Feng, Qin Ya, and Guan Qing discern is in each case different,
but they are one and the same in their assessing (lit. knowing) horses.72

Ä-ä-ü-ffiffc. fx ^ XÉ/É?J«X
i&m, na, «a2, *#,

Apparently, the four specialists for validating the quality of horses base their
assessment on different criteria, as the following passage from the Liishi Chunqiu

S (The Spring and Autumn of Mister Lii) states in even more explicit terms:

Take those in antiquity who were good at assessing horses: Han Feng judged the mouth and

teeth, Ma Chao judged the cheeks, Zinii Li judged the eyes, Wei Ji judged the whiskers, Xu Bi

judged the backbone, Toufa He judged the chest, Guan Qing judged the lips, Chen Bei judged
the gaskins and cannon bones, Qin Ya judged the front, Zan Jun judged the back. All these ten

people were among the best experts in the world, but that by which they judged [the horses]

was not the same, they saw only one characteristic of a horse, but they knew whether its rank

was high or low, its feet were unsteady or light, its constitution was robust or fragile, its
abilities good or bad. This is so not only with judging horses. Humans also have their
characteristics, just as well as affairs and countries.74

iltfflni, J#®«*!, XAKfflS, fFWtëjfl, Shsüffi
»#, mm, KfflJMP. jut+A#, tat*,aim,

iLux-iitii, «Aarar». »niiiririiu75

It is thus clear that it is certain 'characteristics', 'marks' or 'traits' which are

inspected by someone professionally engaging in xiang. This substantiates our
suggestion that 'inspecting' things does not imply seeing the entire thing in its
natural complexity. Quite to the contrary: It seems essential to its meaning that it
refers to viewing only particular traits which are at the same time specific marks of
a certain kind of thing. Xiang maybe typical or distinctive for a certain kind, but
they are both reductionist and partial. And this, by the way, may have been the
decisive factor why in Buddhist contexts this term was chosen as a translation for
Sanskrit laksana in the sense of the distinctive marks that allow one to recognize
the Buddha.

72 "Thus, the designations and prescriptions of the words of the Hundred Traditions are mutually
opposed, but they cleave to the Way as a single body. Compare it [i.e., the Way] to silk, bamboo,

metal, and stone. In concert, they all [make] music. The sound and tradition of each is different, but
none is lost from the structure. The assessment methods of Bo Le, Han Feng, Qin Ya, and Guan

Qing were all different, but their understanding of horses was one." Major et al. 2010: 415-416.

73 Huainanzi ifSX, 'Qisuxun' 18 (11/99/27-28).

74 Cf. Knoblock/Riegel 2000: 543.

75 Liishi Chunqiu B R,##C, 'Shijunlan' 'UrUSE, 'Guan biao' Sllë 4 (20.8/138/5-9).
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Returning to Wang Chong, we notice that his "rational" explanation of the

vision of ghosts is not tantamount to a wholesale refutation of magic: Somewhat

surprisingly, he seems to give credit to an account on emperor Wu Ä (157-87 BCE)

of the Former Han who missed his dead spouse and had Daoists apply magical
methods to '(re-)make' (zuo f£) her body. Wang does not doubt the reliability of the

story, but only invokes the hazy and ephemeral nature of the consort's "replica" to

argue that such 'artificial products' (wei fô) are short-lived and lack the durability
of 'spontaneous' or 'self-established' (ziran ê M) and 'genuine' {zhen jt) things.76

Wang's "physicalism" or "naturalism" thus does not imply a general dismissal of
wizardry. What the ghosts as seen by the sick, the marks or patterns as viewed by
the experts, and the visions evoked by the magicians have in common is their

vagueness, their schematic and somewhat elusive appearance: they all lack the

vivacity and tangibility of concrete real objects.
This specificity brings them close to another common word usually associated

with imagination in the Lunheng: xiang Ifi, 'image' or 'symbol'. The famous pun in
the 'Jie Lao' (Explaining the Laozi) chapter of the Han Feizi ft about

people seeing the remains of an elephant (xiang IS.) and imagining its living
appearance on the model provided by the bones in front of them thus nicely
illustrates that xiang were not conceived as detailed depictions but rather as

rudimentary outlines of real things, merely "skeletal" images, so to say.77 A xiang
stands for a mere trace, a substantially reduced image abstracted from (or
anticipatory of) a concrete object. One sees the tusks of a dead elephant and imagines
the living being; one sees an astronomical constellation and understands it as an

omen of an upcoming event. An 'image' or 'symbol' in this sense thus relies on
interpretation. It is not a mere representation. Even if the reasons may be different
than in the case of the 'characteristics' discussed above, the effect is similar: in
comparison to the thing it points at (zhi im), a xiang ft 'image' is schematic and

underspecified. In a sense, it is merely a 'schema' of the thing to which it points, be

it a mere shadow of a past thing or an adumbration of an imminent object.78 When

76 Lunheng tftÜ, 'Ziran' g M, 6: Kïi^lAA. 3EAA?E, I1Ä«. tliöAlfiTtAAM,
BJ&, iea^Ho Ä-SAm, z±^zik,
M, fêSdSù. H^Zit, SfiAAff^ATAJItfl. [54/241/13-16]).

77 Han Feizi 20/39/19-21.

78 For an illuminating discussion of the problems of translating xiang into philosophical terms

like 'representation' see Obert 2000. A symptomatic illustration of the difficulties involved is

Ledderose's remark on garden architecture that "the use of the term hsiang implies clearly that [it]

[...] was meant to represent something" (emphasis in the original). Without further qualifications,
there is an obvious danger that the concept of representation is implicitly identified with a theory of
mimesis. But that a garden or any work of art is designed as a miniature replica of the cosmos or a

remote place of salvation like sukhavati or Penglai does not imply that the emphasis in imitating or
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Wang Chong speaks about seeing people and things in dreams, he mentions the

view of 'images' or 'silhouettes' of people and things (ren wu zhi xiang
As none of the people one encounters in a dream will remember this meeting, one
has to infer that it is only their 'images' or 'similes' one sees when asleep.79 In the
'Luan long' ILtl (Confusions about dragons) chapter, Wang moreover determines

the communication through 'images' or 'symbols' (xiang M) as the specificity of the
human 'spirit' and 'soul' (shen ling #a), on which see further down. The

discussion of such symbols as portents is another example where Wang Chong's

"physicalist" explanation of psychological phenomena does not lead him to refute

magical thinking: Rather, the alleged 'relatedness in kind' (lei SM) of 'spirit' and
'soul' with clouds and rain is invoked as an implicit cause for the formers'
suitability as media of prognostication - just like clouds who indicate an imminent
change of weather.80 As Wang puts it, 'spirit' and 'soul' show through 'images' or
'symbols' what is real (shi ft).81 As much as Wang Chong seems to be a physicalist,

depicting these presently unreachable confines is on the problem of representation. Just as well
these artifacts could be conceived as schematic préfigurations intended to presage or even
actualize, e.g. by means of 'sympathetic resonance' (ganlei SS)S), the reality of these worlds and
thus to testify or confirm the certainty of their future manifestation.

79 Lunheng, 'Jiyao' I5&J; 13: "Some one might object that we also have direct dreams, insomuch as

we dream of so-and-so, and on the next day see him, or, as we dream of a gentleman, whom we see

on the following day. I admit that we can have direct dreams, but these direct dreams are
semblances, and only these semblances are direct, which will become evident from the following fact:

Having a direct dream, we dream of so-and-so, or of any gentleman, and, on the following day, see

Mr. So-and-so, or the gentleman in question. That is direct. But, when we ask so-and-so or that
gentleman, they will reply that they have not appeared to us in our dreams. Since they did not

appear, the persons we saw in our dreams were merely their likenesses. Since so-and-so and the
said gentleman were likenesses, we know that God, as perceived by Chien Tse, was solely a

semblance of God." (Forke 1907:228); (Alft-ft*!?. Jlft, jPJUIt,
J H: Aft*¥, *#ûfHÈ, ftftsfiA? *1?#, ßEM, m

xfcb*i*o ¥Pîi&IUftjHË. ¥2Sftftjl„ tfrgMfUS#, MMZ
fto [64/284/18-21]).

80 Lunheng, 'Luan long' 11: "VIII. Spirits speak to men by images, and not by realities. While
asleep, they perceive these images in their dreams. When things are going to be lucky, lucky
images arrive, and, when they are going to be unlucky, inauspicious signs appear. The fluid of

spirits is of the same class as that of clouds and rain." (Forke 1962 [1911]): 352); (ftWftA ft %., ft
ft*, art, mm, mmm. ftMftiu hü. Aft.
[47/215/15-16]).

81 Interestingly, this is then analogized to the use of earth dragons as magical artifacts to bring
along rain. Wang thus equals 'symbol/image' (xiang) to 'artifice/artifact' (wei) and 'reality' (shi) to

'genuineness' (zhen): Lunheng, 'Luan Long', 12: "ft IS ft jk.!,*> AtiftSfttëfttlSStÂfll? "

(47/215/18) ("Spirits show the truth by images; wherefore can clay dragons not attract the real by
what is unreal?" Forke 1962 [1911]: 352).
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he also seems to be an epistemological sensualist: For him, what is "real", what a

'situation' (qing ft) is like, has to be ascertained through one's ears and eyes -
there is no other way to know it, even for worthies and sages.82

Before leaving Wang Chong and his analysis of sight, I would like to return to

what he writes about human dreams, as this has far-reaching implications for how
he conceives of seeing: His detailed explanation of dreaming in the 'Ding gui' IT%
(Determining the notion of ghosts)83 chapter reads as follows:

When humans see ghosts this is because of a combination of the light of the eye (sight) and
confusion in one's sleep. During daytime, a human's (animating) breath gets tired and his

essence gets exhausted. When night arrives, he wishes to sleep, and asleep his light of the

eye (sight) is inverted (turned inside), and when it has turned inside, the spirit of the

essence sees the images of humans and things. When a human being is sick, his breath also

gets tired and his essence exhausted, and even if his eye is not asleep, its light is already
confused by his sleepiness. For this reason, he also sees the images of humans and things.
Regardless whether the seeing of the sick is the same as the seeing of those who sleep, it
resembles dreaming. When someone sees something, this person himself is able to know
(the difference between) being awake and dreaming. When therefore he sees a thing
without being able to know whether it is a ghost or a human being, this resembles the

exhaustion of his essence and the tiredness of his breath. How can we ascertain this? By the

fact that madmen see ghosts. The mad and crazy speak to themselves and do not manage to

meet with sane (lit. 'good') people; and if their illness is severe, their essence is confused.

Hence, if the sick are close to the time ofdying, they are on a par with the mad. Sleep, illness
and madness, all three are a loss and exhaustion of essence. Their light of the eye (sight)
shines in an inverted way (turned inside) and therefore they all only see 'images' of humans
and things.84

AAJU&, gftHBJLtè. AAM, Äfffit«, «MOW,, gWöBAS,
AmïïMmiïim, SSÊ^SK, ABiLK-gwi, MC^EEA^È.. m

zm, gw -MRU, S, BASKS,

82 Lunheng, 'Shi zhi' *AU, 10: igg:AltêM4, (AÈti*. (78/333/14). Forke

translates: "As a matter of fact, neither Worthies nor Sages are apt to know the nature of things,
and want their ears and eyes, in order to ascertain their real character." (Forke 1962 [1911]: 126).

Marc Kalinowski in his French translation argues convincingly that the phrase "£fl;|4", which

occurs nowhere else in Wang's text, should be emended to "ttfcd", which also would make better

sense, as it would refer to a kind of knowledge one possesses by birth rather than by experience.

Consequently he translates: "En réalité, sages ou saints, les hommes ne possèdent pas la science

infuse. Ils doivent en passer par les organes de sens pour saisir le cours des événements [...]"
(Kalinowski 2011: 213; see also Lunheng 78/333/14).

83 Lunheng, 'Ding gui' 3 (65/289/12-17).

84 Forke 1907: 240.
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Wang claims that what people suffering from a shortage of breath or essence see

are not real things. Instead, their view turns inside and as a consequence what they
view are merely "images" or "similes" of real things. He does not explicitly state

that these images are saved in people's minds. But we may assume that this is

indeed what the passage conveys. And if this is the case, xiang M. here would be

largely equivalent to the term xiang M as encountered in the expression "cun

xiang" discussed above. Seeing an image is seeing a substantially reduced outline
of a thing rather than the thing itself. Still, there might be a significant difference:

as we have seen, Wang in spite of his "physicalism" does not refute oneiromancy
altogether. What possibly distinguishes the images provoked by fear and anxiety
from those appearing in dreams, is therefore that the former are the result of a

person's distraction and hence only indicative of deficiencies of his individual
constitution, while the latter are considered the effect of external influences and

thus valid signs of imminent developments. The 'spirit' here is not stirred up by
physical disruptions of the body but through the latter's sympathetic activation by
something external. In spite of their commonality, their schematic or reduced

character, both kinds of images, at least in the contexts discussed here, are thus

distinct with respect to the nature of their causes and, accordingly, their relation to
the "real" or "physical" world.

What Wang eventually says about eyesight implies the - empirically well
established - fact that the eye is able to see even in the absence of an external

source of light. The "inner light" which allegedly allows the eye to see things in
dreams is located in the eye itself. This description, if it is more than just figurative
speech, raises the intriguing question what kind of light it is that the eye possesses.
We shall return to this below.

Ill

The latest passage about light and illumination 1 would like to discuss comes
from the Zhuangzi-commentary by Sima Biao üj J§^ (d. 306 CE). When he tries to

make sense of the phrase "The eye does not see" (mu bu jian g ^M), one of the

sayings, sometimes called "paradoxes" which are attributed in the 'Tianxia'
chapter of the Zhuangzi to the so-called "debaters" (bianzhe IS#), he comes up
with a depiction of the act of seeing which tells us something about his

understanding of the processes involved. That he invokes the example of spotting a fish
in murky water to illustrate his point may refer to a saying transmitted in the
Huainanzi which compares the failure to grasp the relationship between dao and
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de with the futile observation (guan II) of small fish - presumably in a muddy
pond.85

When one views a fish in the water, one needs to see into the light of the water. Before one
views a [contoured] thing, one first has to see the brightness of a light fish [i.e. a fish as present
in light]. The scales are not the same as [their] resplendence, the scales are different from the

resplendent scales [i.e. scales as present in resplendence], so that one sees the brightness [of
the fish]. The shining bodies (shapes) of light are different from what does not shine, so that in
viewing (things) we see only (from among) shining shapes (bodies), we do not see the shapes

(bodies) [themselves]. The eye does not see at night, it does not depict (things) in the dark.

Seeing (itself) is not the same as clarity (eyesight), it has something supporting it. That by
which we see is clarity (eyesight). It's not the case that the eye only becomes clear (able to see)

after being supported by light, [as like this] it would have nothing to see the light (Lit. The eye
does not become clear only after being supported by light...). Therefore [I say] : When it comes

to the relationship between an eye and a thing, it has never occurred that there would have

been one an eye) which sees [things],

mm,mm. frön#,

In this passage, Sima Biao first seems to present a physical interpretation of this

sophism attributed to the debaters: He interprets their claim to say that the eye
does not see things and argues that rather than things one sees the light reflected

(or emitted) by things. The eye sees the sparkling light of the water, notices a shiny
shadow appearing which turns out to be the resplendence of fish scales. But there

is a difference between the fish and the scales on the one hand, and the light that

appears in the form of a fish and the shining reflection of the scales on the other.

More generally, what is visible is not the things themselves, but the light which
they transmit to the eye. To see reflected light is not tantamount to seeing the things
themselves. What Sima addresses next, however, appears to be a qualification of
this observation: Although the eye does not see in the dark or at night, that is

although it relies on the light as reflected by things in order to see, seeing as such is

not exclusively due to the light. Light is presented as that on which seeing

depends, as its condition, as it were. The cause why we see is "brightness"
(ming ffi) - which seems to be an equivalent of eyesight here. And eyesight, Sima

85 Huainanzi, 'Lanmingxun' KKill, 5 (6/51/14-16): "[...] how the Way compares with Potency/
is like how leather compares with rawhide. / From a distance they [seem] close; / close together

they [seem] far apart. / [One who] does not get the Way is like [someone] watching minnows. /
Therefore, / The sage is like a mirror, / neither holding onto welcoming [anything], /responding but
not storing up." Major et al. 2010: 219-220.

86 Jingdian shiwen, vol. 3, p. 1588.
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Biao emphasizes, does not depend on the presence of light: Rather, it is eyesight
which first and foremost enables us to see the light. But as the exclusive object of
eyesight is light, no eye - the abode of eyesight - ever sees a thing. This short

comment on chapter 33 of the Zhuangzi is typical for the casual and aphoristic way
in which Sima Biao seems to have written his explanations of the various
"paradoxes" transmitted in the Daoist classic. Given our focus on early theories of
seeing, this note is nonetheless instructive: Even if the entry of Buddhism in China

had begun more than a century before Sima Biao's death, the penetration of much
of the intellectual sphere by the new doctrine had certainly not yet reached the

intensity of the following two centuries. Assuming the correctness of Lu Deming's
l'ÊIÊHfj (ca. 550-630) attribution of this short passage to Sima Biao, who lived in
the second half of the 3rd and in the first years of the 4th century CE, i.e. in a period
immediately before the time when specifically Buddhist ideas made their way into
Chinese literati circles, there is a certain degree of probability that the analysis of
seeing presented here is not yet affected by views transmitted from India. In spite of
its shortness, it is clear that Sima propagates an "immission theory" of light: Light
is that which reaches the eye from the outside. It is transported either directly or

indirectly, as the radiance or reflection of objects. And it is only through the light
they reflect or emit - this distinction is not made explicitly by Sima - that we see the

objects. Moreover, the passage makes perfectly clear that Sima Biao is aware of the
difference between light as the object of seeing and the eyesight, that is the faculty
of seeing which only enables the eye (and hence a human being) to see the light.
This faculty is called ming, literally 'clarity' or 'brightness'. We will return to this
term in the fourth part of this paper.

A view contrary to Sima Biao is attested in the 'Zanxue' if^ (In Praise of

Learning) chapter of the Qianfulun îlf^vfra (Comments of a Recluse) by the Eastern

Han scholar Wang Fu (c. 82-167). Wang compares the light that enables us to

see with the Way that enables us to grasp the invisible things, such as the 'Way of
Heaven and Earth' (tian di zhi dao Aiftiüi) and the 'activities of spirits and

apparitions' (shen ming zhi wei

éih&Û, tt
m'XZMte,

Now for this reason, the relation of the Way to the heart is like the relation of fire to the eye of a

human. When one enters a pit hole or a deep room, it is dark and black, and there is nothing
he sees, but when he goes on to put on an illuminating (lit. 'intense') candle, then the many

87 Qianfulun îWAlft, 'Zanxue' 7 (1/2/12-13).
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things [therein] appear. This is due to the luster of the fire, not due to the light of the eye, but
the eye relies on it (seil, the light) to become clear (i.e. seeing).88

Unlike Sima Biao, Wang Fu seems to suggest that the eye owes its brightness, that is:

its ability to see things, to the light emitted by the candle lit in a dark room. Apparently,

he sees no need for a faculty mediating between the light coming from the
candle and reflected by the things on the one hand and the seeing organ that receives

this light on the other. This understanding of seeing thus presents a possible target
against which Sima Biao's somewhat later explanation might have been aimed.

IV

The last part of our cursory survey of ancient Chinese texts on vision and visuality
discusses an excerpt from the Western Han compilation Xinshu §r# (New
Documents) attributed to Jia Yi Wit (c. 200-168 BCE).89 The chapter under consideration,

'Explanations about dao and de' (Dao de shuo ûfêtÂ)90 is a difficult text
replete with problematic details. It resorts to the metaphor of the jadestone to

illustrate the six distinctive characteristics or 'traits' (Ii S) of 'virtue' {de H).91 The

88 "For these reasons, the Way is to the mind as the fire is to a person's eyes. In the muddle of a

deep chamber it is dark; we cannot see. Ifwe set up a bright candle, everything will be bright. This

is owing to the brilliance of the fire, not the brightness of the eyes. But the eyes depend on the fire
and then can see." (Pearson 1989:101-102).

89 For a comprehensive discussion of questions of textual transmission and authenticity of the

Xinshu, see Svarverud 1998: ch. 1, esp. 1-33; 86-91: "The study of external evidence for the

transmission and authenticity oiXinshü has provided evidence for the extant Xinshü, overall, being

original texts composed by the Hàn eclectic Jiä Yi himself or by students or relatives close to him....
Several scholars have claimed the texts to be partly or entirely spurious [... ] I would agree [...] with
[...] Yû Jiâxï [...] that this evidence is generally superficial" (Svarverud 1998: 91). Svarverud who

generally leaves the terms dao and de untranslated (p. xvi), renders the chapter title as "An
explanation on the Way and Virtuous potency" (p. 10).

90 The chapter is part of the so-called lianyu ülg-section which gathers texts which are

"philosophical in nature" (Svarverud 1998: 35). In Han times, these texts were transmitted independently

from Jia Yi's official documents which make up the first part of the extant Xinshu (Svarverud

1998:150). On the chapters 6 through 10 see Svarverud 1998:145-149. "The two chapters Liùshù

and Dàodëshuô share a passage discussing the six principles of dé, which does not seem to be

caused by any garbling of passages but is an expression of a common philosophical basis in these

two chapters" (Svarverud 1998: 146). In other words, there is a close connection between these

chapters with other chapters that are transmitted in scroll 9 of the Xinshu. For the issue of
authorship and date of the chapter see also Csikszentmihalyi 1997: 55-56, n. 23.

91 For a comprehensive study on the jade metaphor in the context of moral education and

development in Han China, see the recent paper by Judson B. Murray. His discussion concentrates

on Eastern Han thinkers (Murray 2016:73) and focuses on the image of polished jade (Murray 2016:

93-112).
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very title of the essay suggests that this is a treatise on morality. However, a close

reading of the text soon reveals that it actually presents a speculative account of
the process of emanation supposedly leading from the dao to the concrete

individual things, and that it tries to explain how dao, in spite of its lack of any
perceivable form, is still manifest in the motion of these things. This ambiguity
of the text, which appears to waver between issues of individual behavior

('techniques') and cosmological processes {'dao'), strikes a modern reader as

constantly violating what has come to be called the "fact-value dichotomy".92

However, it should be borne in mind that the opposition of fact and value is

distinctly modern, reflecting the historical replacement of a transcendent being as

the ontological cause of the Good by the subjective judgement as its moral
source.93 However, a look at Jia Yi's explication of his term shu ||j ('techniques')
makes patently clear that what he attempts to establish is precisely this kind of an
intrinsic or essential connection between a universal dao and its concrete

particular manifestations which can serve as context-dependent guidelines of our
individual actions. This can be seen in the following quote from the 'Dao shu' ûffï
(Guidelines of the dao) chapter of the Xinshu, which, as we will see, also resonates

in the 'Dao de shuo' chapter under discussion here:

92 Csikszentmihalyi explicitly states that the term shu tfl in the 'Dao shu' and 'Liu shu' /5#j (Six

Techniques) chapters of the Xinshu is concerned with "ethics", just to remark that by reducing
ethics to a "technique", Jia Yi "violates the distinction between judgments of fact and of value",
which strikes a "modern reader as resulting from fundamental errors of category" (Csikszentmihalyi

1997:58). Elsewhere, he relates Jia Yi's "techniques" to "self-cultivation". Even ifhe dissolves

the alleged "categorical error" by historicizing Jia Yi's writings, this shows a fundamental problem
of philosophical discussions of ancient Chinese texts: Obviously, Jia Yi and other Han authors are
concerned with problems of governance. And apparently, they address these from within a unified
cosmological framework. What for us appears to be a question of ethics or self-cultivation, is first
and foremost a way of individual behavior conducive to effective and stable government for them.

Far from being determined by individual concerns, let alone subjective judgments, their methods

of moral cultivation are aimed at integrating themselves as members of aristocracy or high officials
into this all-encompassing whole, which subsumes both the realms of human behavior and of
natural processes. Conceiving the problem of individual behavior in ancient Chinese texts as one
of ethics and self-cultivation, as opposed to, say, ontology and natural philosophy, thus implies a

fundamental anachronism.

93 The philosophical concept of value understood as opposed to the realm of the factual is an
innovation of the 19th century. Unlike antique axiology (Hiigli 2004:555), modern philosophies of
value base values on subjective judgements rather than claims ofexistence of a metaphysical Good

(p. 557). This specific understanding of value as reflected, e.g., in its opposition to facticity in Neo-

Kantianism, is distinctly modern (Ibid.). However, a short glimpse into the entry on "Value Theory"
in the Stanford Encyclopedia ofPhilosophy (https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/value-theory/, last

access 15 June 2020) shows that - probably reflecting programmatic ahistoricism - the historical
conditions of the discipline and the very concept of value remain largely unaddressed.
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Dao (leading and moving along) is something that follows from the contact with things. As for
its being a root (source), I call it emptiness unobstructedness); as for its being the branches

the various destinations), I call it passages. 'Emptiness' [refers to it] as the subtlety
of essence; [as such] it is quiet and pure, without establishing and arranging [things].
'Guidelines' [refers to it] as what follows from ruling things, it is the calculation [determining]
action and rest. Both of these are dao (leading and moving along).

it#, a#,
til. frtil#, Bfmmtà, fJifitfttiU /Lifcidttil.94

To begin, let us summarize what this short quote states clearly: First, dao is

characterized as something that only arises following the contact with things. This

is obviously related to Jia Yi's observation that dao is unperceivable unless it
manifests itself in the movement of things. Second, the passage claims an organic
identity between dao and shu (our 'guidelines'), which it respectively identifies as

the 'roots' and the 'branches', i.e. the two extremes, of one and the same dao -
which thus appears to belong to a higher level than the dao conceived in opposition

to shu. Third, the passage sets these two poles apart from each other: Viewed

as the opposite of 'techniques or methods' {shu) that are applied in concrete
situations, the dao is characterized as 'empty'. Eventually, dao and shu are defined as

arising from different angles: The opposition of dao and shu is a contrast between

an utmost subtlety of essence and a calculation of rest and action that arises only in
'determining' or 'regulating' things. Even if we abstain from further investigating
the precise semantics of the key terms involved in this characterization, two points
seem clear: First, Jia Yi views dao from the functional perspective of its relation to

'things' - its manifestation depends on the contact with and determination of

things. Second, he distinguishes two 'aspects' of dao: In terms of its utmost
refinement it is 'emptiness' - and even if it is unclear what precisely this means,
this attribute perfectly fits one of the defining properties of dao, namely its

unperceivability. Apparently, the purity and clarity of dao is thought to amount in
its total transparency and, hence, invisibility. What makes it visible is the traces of
the things it sets in motion. In contradistinction from this 'emptiness' characterizing

dao itself, Jia Yi then apparently tries to capture the way how it manifests

itself in contacting things, how it decides when and where to become active and

when and where to remain inactive, or, in his literal rendering, how dao "calculates"

between rest and action. It is this specific way in which dao leads things
which he calls shu. These shu thus appear to be 'methods' in the sense of concrete

pathways or passages through which dao moves the things. This seems to imply
that it is only from the perspective of a human who wishes to become an agent of
the dao that these particular 'ways of acting and resting' turn into 'techniques' or

94 Xinshu Srif, 'Dao shu' üffj (8.3/56/9-11).
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'guidelines' to be intentionally practiced and cultivated. Note that there is a

metaphorical and paronomastic - and probably even an etymological - link
between the terms dao 'way' or 'course' (BS *[ka.l]''u?) and shu 'passageway' (BS

*Ca.lut, Wolfgang Behr: *mo-lu-t):95 In quite a literal sense, the shu are conceivable

as the passages or the paths through which the "Way" leads the ten thousand

things. As dao is thus manifest only in the movement of the things which it is

supposed to lead along, we propose the makeshift translation 'leading and moving
along'. This isolated quote from the 'Dao shu' chapter tells us little about the

specific context in which Jia Yi's conception of the bipolarity of the dao has to be

situated. But the following discussion of the 'Dao de shuo' chapter clearly suggests
that the metaphors of emptiness, essence, and subtlety in this short passage refer

to the eye and to sight, which are thought to reveal the paths for possible action.96

When now we return to the 'Dao de shuo', we will concentrate on the

extraordinary role which light and vision are accorded in this movement of the dao

through things and we will restrict to a minimum our discussion of other issues

raised. Jia Yi starts his discussion by an attempt to capture the concept of'virtue' by
attributing it six97 characteristics or traits. His list strikes one as somewhat

redundant, and apparently this characterization is not intended to serve as a

definition proper. In any case, Jia repeats, as the first two traits of 'virtue' the very
terms dao and de - that is 'virtue'. As we shall see further down, the concept of de in
Jia's thought is closely tied to the idea of the manifestation of things. Accordingly,
we suggest understanding these traits that are named after dao and de as
characteristics observable in things. Like this, we could tentatively understand dao as

characteristics manifest in their movement, contrasting it from de as referring to
characteristics manifest in the forms of these things. As further traits Jia adds

'human nature' (xing 1É), 'spirit' (shen #), 'clarity' (or 'perceptiveness', mmg HJ)

and 'designation' (or 'destination', mlng nfr) - terms which we shall discuss further

95 Behr 2011: 27.

96 For a discussion of Jia Yi's notion of shu see Csikszentmihalyi 1997, for an alternative (less

literal) translation as well as an interpretation of the above passage see pp. 53-54. Csikszentmihalyi

also discusses the relation of the notion of shu (techniques) with the mirror metaphor.
97 The fact that the chapter propagates six instead of five virtues has been one of the reasons to

deny the authorship of Jia Yi who in other texts appears as a propagator of the number five.

Csikszentmihalyi argues that Jia Yi was well aware of the discourse on the five kinds of acts and
"added [a sixth] as the signification of the harmonization of the five" (Csikszentmihalyi 1997: 62).

This claim of an ultimate unity of the five virtues is also attested in a manuscript found at

Mawangdui (Fan 2019:165). The fact that Jia identifies this sixth notion as 'pleasure' (Jè ISÉ MOC

*râuk; BS '[rfawk; LHan *lek < *leuk) appears significant, as it is obviously established on the

basis of a paronomastic relationship to the word for 'six' (liù A MOC *ruk; BS *k.ruk; LHan *liuk).
(MOC Minimal Old Chinese, according to Schuessler 2009; BS Baxter-Sagart 2014; LHan Later
Han Chinese, according to Schuessler 2009).
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down. These six characteristics of virtue according to Jia are reflected in the

following traits of jade98: 'Shine' or 'gloss' {ze W) stands for dao, 'viscosity' or
'fleshiness' {ju IM)99 for de, 'saturation' {zhan run ffifl), and 'compactness' (hou

jiao J?S) for human nature, 'fleeting unsteadiness' (poliu for spirit, 'lumi-
nousness' {guanghui pfeSP) for 'clarity', and 'solidity' {que jian UM) for 'designation'.

These "material" characteristics are in turn associated with six "abstract"
terms referring to a person's moral constitution. They are listed under the general
term of 'beauty' (mei §t)100 and specified as dao (it 'exemplary leadership' [?]),

'humaneness' (ren Q, 'righteousness' (yi H), 'loyalty' (zhong !&), 'reliability'
{xin (h), and 'discretion' {mi S).101

Two of the difficulties of Jia Yi's work will become manifest as we proceed:

First, while he provides a lengthy list of definitions of moral terms in the 'Dao shu'
chapter,102 the cosmological vocabulary relevant here is not included there. And in

spite of the handful of extremely short "definitions" or rather word glosses Jia

adduces, he seems to write his text for a public which, unlike us, is familiar with the

meaning of his central terms, some ofwhich seem to be rather technical. Secondly,
and not unexpectedly for a Han period text, there is repeated use of paronomastic

98 Discussing the implications of the jade metaphor in Jia Yi's work, Csikszentmihalyi (1997:

62-63; 63, n. 43) notes that moral cultivation entailed physiological change for Han scholars.

99 The text uses the Chinese term ju HE 'dried meat', which Yao/Zhong 2007: 329 interpret as

"symbolizing the 'clarity' (qingxu of meat which, drying and contracting, turns into ju".
Others emend IE to jf|, a rare word for 'fat, grease' (zhi lit). This would fit Jia Yi's phrase "greasy like
a sallow cream/ointment" (IE iüMft) better. Regardless of its precise meaning, it is clear that the

term refers to a first stage in the clotting of a liquid into something solid which is still marked by
pale color or semitransparency and a soft consistency, like clotted cream or jelly. Taking into
account that the passage refers to meat, ju would seem to refer to lard. (Cf. Yu 2003: 244).

100 Cf. Behr2020.

101 This set of virtues differs from the one provided in the 'Liu shu' AJff (Six Guidelines) chapter
of the Xinshu, which lists humaneness, righteousness, propriety, wisdom, reliability/sagehood
and happiness. The Eastern Han Shouwen Jiezi (henceforth SWJZ) by Xu Shen ST'IX (c. 58-138 CE)

also equals a set of qualities (de jM) of beautiful jade to six moral characteristics. However, it has

only five qualities which belong to a different set (humaneness, righteousness, wisdom, courage
and purity; SWJZ 81, p. 10, supra). The 'five kinds of action' (wu xing TlJt) are also the subject of the

homonymous Guodian and Mawangdui manuscripts (cf. Csikszentmihalyi 1997:59-62). The set of
virtues provided in these texts corresponds to the first five items in Jia's 'Liu shu' chapter, and both

manuscripts relate the perfection of virtue to the achievement of 'happiness', but unlike Jia they do

not consider 'happiness' itself as one of the virtues (Fan 2019:165-166). The six virtues presented in
the Liu De 7kl§ (Six Virtues) manuscript from Guodian constitute a different set (sagehood,

wisdom, humaneness, righteousness, loyalty, reliability) (Fan 2019: 171). For a comprehensive
discussion ofJia Yi's numéro logical emphasis of the number six and its relation to the five kinds of
action, see Fan 2019, esp. pp. 164-173.

102 A discussion with a partial translation of this list is given in Harbsmeier 1998: 60-62.
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figures, which have the obvious disadvantage of broadening rather than
disambiguating and limiting the possible range of meaning: This can be seen immediately

in the following sketch of the process supposedly leading from the moving
dao to the 'fixation' or 'firmness' (ding ft!) of concrete things. The passage in
question consists of a series of six subsequent sentences which are structurally
parallel: The characteristic traits of de are said to 'generate' or 'bring forth'
(sheng ÉÈ) something which they allegedly 'penetrate' or 'pervade' (tong 11) in a

specific way. Unfortunately, however, the very first sentence of the sequence is

already an exception with a different syntax. It starts with the semantically
ambiguous jian whose range of meanings includes 'mirror', 'reflection', but
also the totally unrelated 'drill', which we are going to discuss in more detail
further down. Jia Yi himself had previously introduced the term jian as an equivalent

for ze, 'shine' or 'gloss', which he establishes as the defining characteristic of
dao. In our discussion of the 'Dao shu' chapter we have suggested that, for Jia Yi,

dao is something manifest only in the movement of the things which it is supposed
to lead along. De, 'virtue', Jia associates with the manifestation of solid bodies. In
view of its paronomastic ties to homophonous de # 'to receive', common in early
Chinese texts, a literal translation as 'taking' or 'assuming shape' would seem

possible. However, given that Jia Yi later associates the establishment of definite

'shapes' or 'bodies' (xing M) with ming -bp ('designation'), we prefer using
'manifestation' for de. To maintain the translation transparent, we also provide the

transcriptions.

#103#U104ft, ii^it.105

That which shines is jian (reflecting/drilling). This I call dao (leading and moving along).

103 Yan/Zhong 2007: 329 quote a passage from the 'Pinyi' Hit (Meaning of Gift Exchange)

chapter of the Liji, which identifies the shine of jade with 'humaneness' (ren C): When Zigong

suggests to Confucius an "economic" explanation of the preference of the ancients' for jade over
alabaster in terms of the scarcity of the former and the abundance of the latter, the master rejects
this down-to-earth proposal and instead relates their appreciation of jade to the fact that its various

properties represent the different virtues of the gentleman. 'Humaneness' is the first virtue
invoked, and it is associated with the smoothness (wen ffi), saturation (run $!) and shine (ze '#) of
jade. See Liji, 'Pinyi' (49.11/9-11).

104 Yan/Zhong 2007: 329 point to the 'Dao shu' chapter of the Xinshu where the 'emptiness' or
'transparency' which allows it to "get into contact with things" (/te wu îgft) is illustrated by the

image of a bronze mirror (jing and a gnomon (yi JM) which, in spite of being static, "do neither

grasp (zhi #0 nor store (cang IS) things", and yet, when beautiful or bad things arrive, "each is met
with adequacy (ge de qi dang ^-#Ä#)". That the metaphor invokes both the mirror and the

sundial shows the ambiguity of ying it/which can be both a shadow as well as a reflection of

light.
105 Xinshu St#, 'Dao de shuo' xtlüft (8.5/59/1).
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A few lines further down, Jia continues:

ifttbUfc, ifr£^WiI;tKrËo107

Jian (reflecting/drilling) brings forth an empty hole (hollow cavity) and pervades it by dao

(leading/moving along); de (manifestation) brings forth traits (li) and pervades them with the

patterns of the netted threads of its six virtues (de). Human nature brings forth breath and

pervades it with luminousness. Spirit brings forth changes and pervades them through
transformation. Clarity brings forth perceptions and pervades them through knowledge. Designation

brings forth bodies (shapes) and pervades them through fixation [of their position].

In spite of its tentative character, the above translation shows that the text stages

the six characteristics of de in two different and subsequent functions: after

generating something different from themselves, they subsume it by pervading or

integrating it in a specific manner. And even if some of the steps seem not all too

clear, the overall sequence obviously advances from the establishment of a path
for movement ("holes" for the moving dao, "traits" that cross de, animating breath

filled with light, transformations penetrated through change - in awareness [?]) to
the consolidation into definite entities (perceived distinctions integrated into our
knowledge, shapes or bodies which are designated and thereby fixed to a certain

place or position - arguably both spatially and taxonomically). It is clear that this
short passage is fraught with many uncertainties and that an attempt to analyze it
in due detail would certainly go beyond the scope of the present paper. However,
before continuing, it seems necessary to have another look at the problem of

ambiguity and paronomasia. As seen before, the above sequence starts with an

irregularity: While five of the six consecutive sentences illustrating the stages of

subsequent developments all begin with a statement about one of the six
characteristics (li) of de (namely de, xing, shen, ming, and ming) and its role in the

generative process bringing forth the world of things, the initial sentence that

represents the first step does not start with dao, as one would expect, but with the

difficult term jian. The most common meaning of this word, which is doubtlessly
invoked at least in parts of the text which follows, is 'water mirror', and, possibly

106 S bi is a net: "The form of a net in which all threads are separated from each other and yet tied

into a net, this is like '[the traits of] de bringing forth a pattern (li)'" (Yan/Zhong 2007: 330). The

established meaning 'handline' for gang would yield another image with the threads of the net

being connected to a single handline. According to Yu 2003: 244, the expression bili HÜ® means

'uneven'. Yu's modern Chinese translation renders the respective passage as "[...] virtue (de)

produces a mechanism which pervades the manifestation of the six virtues (de) in an uneven
manner" (Yu 2003: 246). At the same time, he also interprets li Ü® as "mutual connection of the

threads in a net (wangluo $!&§)" (p. 246).

107 Xinshu fr#, 'Dao de shuo' il® sä (8.5/59/3-5).
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derived from this concrete sense, the (secondary) verbal meaning of 'reflecting'.
Yet, while this meaning seems perfectly adequate in the subsequent parts of the

text, the metaphorical relation between "water mirror" and the idea of a "hole" or
"cavity" seems somewhat elusive: This elusiveness results from the specific
metaphor which Jia Yi chooses for illustrating the function of dao. Note that he is

comparing the process of the cultivation of one's de to the abrasion of jade.108 In
this context, jian, sometimes written with the semantic determiner stone, has

another meaning, apparently unrelated to reflection: It stands for an awl or
whetstone used for drilling jade. In the Liishi Chunqiu, it is presented as the

prototypical tool used for boring the holes in the middle of circular bi jade disks.109

In other words, with regard to the example of the jadestone, the interpretation of

jian as a drill makes good sense. Possibly, it is also relevant to consider that jade

was abraded by means of a mixture of water and sand which made the wet stone

shine - and, ze M, the kind of brilliance invoked here as a characteristic of dao

usually stands for the sheen or gloss of wet objects.110 The image thus seems to

suggest that sanded jade in a way keeps the brilliance which is typical for things
that are wet or seen through water. The meaning of jian 'awl/whetstone' thus

provides a couple of semantic connections which seem to allow for a paronomastic
association with homonymous jian 'water mirror/reflection'.

Turning to the literal referent of the metaphorical hole that is said to be drilled,
we first note that the term qiao M that occurs in Jia Yi's formulation "kong qiao" is a

108 Murray argues that the metaphors of jade and the water mirror refer to two different and

antagonistic approaches to personal cultivation. On his view, jade stands for a way of moral

development that relies on "active, accumulated learning" whereas the water mirror represents a

"contemplative way [...] directed at safeguarding natural inner cognitive and affective faculties"
(Murray 2016: 76). In light of this, Jia Yi's text seems innovative in that it tries to combine and
correlate both metaphors - by means of a paronomastic reinterpretation of the crucial term jian
(also 'water mirror'). Murray himself observes that the metaphor of (uncut) jade is sometimes also
linked with the same concept cluster that is usually associated with the water mirror (Murray 2016:

80). Taking notice of the Xinshu passage under discussion here, he remarks that vigilant self-

examination "is one undertaking where the images of polished jade and the water mirror converge
on common ground for a shared purpose" (Murray 2016:105).

109 Huainanzi, 'Shuo shan xun' M ill 91112: "Jade relies on an awl to become an artifact. And yet
there are jade discs worth thousands of tael, but there is no awl that would be worth even an eighth
of a tael or a sixteenth of a catty" (BïfêïgHWb!®, -ÊfÏÏaÉS$S$É;£.®jrt [16.81/161/

18-19]).
110 The Shuowen Jiezi (no. 7183, SWJZ, p. 231, infra) defines zè W as "bright (lit. lightful) and

drenched' (guang run Jfcfl) and the Shiming ('Shi shui' [Explaining water], [1.4/10/16]) remarks

that "the place where water is spilled and which becomes wet is called a puddle (zhang 3£), [as] the

place where the water stands still is like the palm (zhang) of the hand, (rk'&iiiffi S M • rKitÊ,
Jtp^^iffÈ), which is an obvious paronomastic gloss possibly alluding to yet another pun,
namely the one connecting the word ze 'wet' to ze j? 'to pick; to seize; to ladle [water]'.
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common designation for the nine orifices of the human body to which the two eyes
belong.111 In contrast, the image of the water mirror, the second meaning ofjian, in
spite of its obvious relationship to sight and vision does not provide any
straightforward and unambiguous point of reference for the imagery of the hole.
And even ifwe consider the idea, common in ancient Chinese texts, that the heart is

located in the cavity of one's chest and filled with a waterlike purified essence

(jing), this sense of a hole as a container is considerably different from the meaning
of a hole as a passage invoked here. Focusing on the function of orifices as

gateways that connect the body with the outer world, and keeping in mind that the

light metaphor Jia Yi invokes here doubtlessly refers to the eyes, the following
observation seems to be of some relevance for our case: Despite the lack of
evidence for the use of lenses for magnification in early China112, some Han texts

testify to the existence of the use of observation tubes with a "magnifying" effect,113

though we may assume that the impression of the enlargement of the observed

object was in fact a consequence of a gain in visual acuity due to the avoidance
of stray light. We also know that the later Mohists described the inversion of
the image in the concave mirror, and, according to influential voices, in the

camera obscura114 - even if they apparently gave the wrong explanation of the

111 Yan/Zhong 2007: 330 support this. They identify kongqiao as referring to the eyes.
112 Laufer holds that even burning lenses were unknown in ancient China and attributes
respective claims to "a fallacy due to misunderstandings of the texts" (Laufer 1915:180). He is

doubtless right in pointing out that the terms yangsui Pi'iii andfusui refer to burning mirrors
rather than lenses (pp. 182-183). All examples of igniting fire by means of sunlight in the
transmitted text of the Huainanzi clearly refer to mirrors. However, the case seems to be different
with a fragment from another compilation attributed to the prince of Liu An, which discusses the

use of ice lenses for the purpose of lighting a fire. See n. 159, pp. 44-45 below. It is thus at at least

questionable if Laufer is really right in attributing the knowledge of lenses in China to Indian
influences (p. 188), the first evidence for burning lenses made of crystal (huozhu ikS) being
available in accounts on tribute gifts from the early 7th c. CE in Jiu Tangshu (Former History of
the Tang, compiled in the 10th c. CE, pp. 208-209; 214). These lenses were of Indian origin
(p. 216-217; 225).

113 Shuoyuan, 'Bianwu' 28 (18.28/159/15) ("The larger what you focus on, the lesser what you
see") fiffÄifSTk. i'/TjllîS'fird? ); slightly varied in Han Shi Waizhuan 10.9 (10.9/74/12). However,

as Laufer has long noted, there seems to be no evidence for magnifying lenses in antiquity, both in
China and in the Mediterranean. The reason for the magnifying effect of a magnifying glass sphere
filled with water "was sought [...] not in the spherical shape of the glass, but in the water with
which it was filled." (Laufer 1915:176).

114 The interpretation of the crucial passage in 'Canons' and 'Explanations' of B 19 ("The inversion

of the image has its initial point at the intersection point and translates onto an image screen

[...]" JSfOiï'fiWJâiKJR-R: (Canon) "[...] Therefore the (inverted) image is inside the chamber"

(Explanation) fktfi) hinges on delicate interpretations and emendations on the word level

(Graham 1978: 375-378). "B 23 explains what happens when [images] are inverted in the concave
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effect.115 It thus does not seem entirely implausible that Jia Yi imagined the eye in
analogy with a peephole or even a camera obscura. Yet, as exciting as this would
be, it is clear that our text does not provide enough evidence to support such far-

reaching speculations. Possibly, the image of the water mirror points into another,
less spectacular direction: We have already seen in our discussion of Wang
Chong's explanation of optical hallucinations, that he seems to conceive the eye as

a container of a "water-clear", that is, transparent, substance he calls jing, translated

as "essence" above. This same imagery is attested also in the Ling shu jing 8
AIM, a medical classic whose earliest parts can be traced back into the 2nd century
BCE.116 It describes the eye as the reservoir of the most refined essence from all five
inner organs.117 The comparison of the heart-mind (xin), and the eye, sometimes

dubbed as its "seal" (fu #)118 or "surface" (fu if-)119 in ancient texts,120 with a pan of
water is also familiar from the description of false perception in the 'Jiebi' MM
(Dissolving obscurations) chapter of the Xunzi MMM And a "large pan of water"
is precisely the gloss which the 2nd century CE Shuowen Jiezi Mt'SCM-M (Explaining
Unit Graphs and Analyzing Compound Characters) gives for jian If.122 While there

are uses where the term clearly refers to bronze mirrors, notably so in the optical
sections of the Mohist 'Canons' and 'Explanations', most of the few instances

mirror. It is conceivable that the author of the present Explanation (i.e. B 19, R.S.) preferred to
illustrate the phenomenon by the example of the camera obscura, but if so one would expect a

much more explicit indication of the concrete situation than any commentator has been able to
find" (p. 377). For the same Canon (identified as B18), see also Graham/Sivin 1973:120-125. For the
discussion on the pinhole camera and Graham's alternative interpretation - of which Nathan Sivin
remained unconvinced - see pp. 123-125.

115 Graham 1978:377. On a discussion of Mohist optics in the larger context of moral cultivation,
see Nylan 2008:19-32.
116 Unschuld 2003: 3; 352, n. 14. On the role of shen see p. 9.

117 Ch. 80 'Da huo lun' (On major delusions), see n. 67, pp. 15-16 above.

118 Hanshi waizhuan 4.5 (4.5/27/2).

119 Da Dai Liji, 'Zengzi lishi' il (4.1/27/14).

120 The intimate relationship between the 'heart' and the 'eye' is also exemplified in the following
passage from Suwen IHM, 'Jie jing wei lun' HHîtiit, 2: "The heart is concentrating the essence

from the five inner organs. The eye is its orifice. Expression and color (of the eye) are its (the heart's)
brilliance. Therefore, when a man has de (a benefit; virtue?), the balance of his breath-matter is in
his eyes; ifhe has losses, the sorrow can be known from the color (of his eyes)". (^IÀ#, JLM2.W-

ftiË, S#, KKtil, *#,#, Äfitil, l'JÂWfôS, WÙ, ï»fe„)Fora
translation, see Unschuld 2015: 624.

121 Xunzi, 'Jiebi' 10 (21/105/5-6); 12 (21/106/7-8).
122 Shuowen Jiezi, no. 9245 (SWJZ, p. 294, infra).
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clearly refer to the reflection of shapes on the surface of water.123 Together with our
previous observation that the "essence" concentrated in the eye is described like a

liquid, this suggests that it is indeed the water mirror to which the metaphor ofjian
in the present context refers: The idea of the cavity of the eyes thus does not so

much invoke the image of vacuity or emptiness than that of transparency: Indeed,
it is this feature of the clarity of water which the mirror metaphor in our context
refers to. At the same time the paronomastic progression from the image of the awl
to the water mirror has alerted us to the possibility that words in Jia Yi's text are not
used with one single meaning. The ambiguity of jian wavering between the

meanings 'drill/awl' and 'water/bronze mirror' thus appears to be an intentional
device for bridging the imageries of the abrasion of a piece of jade by means of a

whetstone and the eventual reflection of light by a polished piece of jade. In
obvious analogy, the process of cultivating oneself eventually culminates in the

accomplishment of one's personal 'virtue' (de). We have thus reached the point
where the cosmogenetic process is related to the ontogenetic process - and where
the natural translates into the moral. After all, moral perfection and charisma
manifest themselves in individual human beings.

After his initial allusions to the process of polishing and drilling jade, Jia Yi

seems to change from a metaphorical to a more literal mode of expression: The

following passage, rather vague and difficult to grasp not least due to its figurative
diction, paves the ground for Jia Yi's disquisitions on the eye. Yet, before

mentioning the organ of sight itself, Jia presents a characterization of dao, literally
the "way", the first of his six distinctive traits (li) of de:

Dao (leading and moving along) has no shape (body of its own), balancing and harmonizing
[things] it acts spiritlike (i.e., invisibly). When it moves things, it has things on which it rides

(embarks), holding them together as if in a net, by having each follow its track, harmonizing
and adapting their course. Therefore, things have their clarity and shine.

MMMM, YSffiit. ilft124W«ft#, *bi,JffSW125Sffo ièHWtiMïfo126

From the second sentence it seems clear that dao in spite of its literal meaning here

neither refers to a way in the sense of a path nor to any concrete object at all.
Rather, it is something which affects things and which, in doing so, still relies on

123 E.g. Zhuangzi, 'Dechongfu' JlT/EfT, 1 (5/13/18): "Nobody sees his mirror image in flowing
water, but only in still water ." (AÜÜiiftÜitzK, MâSfôitzKo With parallel passages in
Huainanzi, 'Chuzhenxun' ® JtS)l|, 17 (11/16/9) and Wenzi, 'Shouqing' 1 (3.5/15/5-6) (writing
ÜÄ ,'flowing spume' / ±zK and 'flowing rivulet' / SzK 'clarified water', respectively).
124 Yu Yue deletes ft as an interpolation (Yan/Zhong 2007: 332).

125 Yu Yue deletes TP (Yan/Zhong 2007: 332).

126 Xinshu 0rtf, 'Dao de shuo' üj§ tü (8.5/59/14).
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them, literally 'embarks' or 'rides' on them: This suggests that dao here refers to the

movement of things. When dao leads them on their way, it is only traceable, for an
external observer, from the path these things take. Like this, it is reflected in the

entire web of coexisting things which it has follow their specific tracks or channels

and adapting to their particular way ofmoving or advancing. Insofar as dao is only
traceable from the movement of the things, which, as we learn from the short

passage, it is thought to set in motion, it is an invisible driving force comparable to a

spirit. And it is precisely because dao is reflected in the course of the entirety of
things, that it maintains the balance and harmony between them. However

tentative our interpretation of this extremely dense passage has to remain at this

point: It is obvious that it presents a clear and consistent picture. This is less clear

when Jia Yi takes his next step: The things, he writes in the third and final sentence

of the passage, which dao leads on their way, possess both clarity and brilliance. It
is rather from what follows than from Jia's initial characterization of dao that we

propose that by these terms he refers to an inherent property or characteristic of the

things that move by virtue of dao, rather than to dao itself. But what does it mean to

say that things have their clarity and shinel Jia attempts to illustrate it in the

following way:

The shine is what is reflected. And by reflection [dao] leads them [=the things]. Spirit aligns
the shapes of things by models, passing and pervading the hollow [= transparent] cavity.
Unifying, in its receiving function, the outgoing and the incoming [light?], it precedes [both].
Therefore, I call it reflection.127

mmgm, #-130 m «jisail131

127 Yu 2003:248 translates: "[Its] brilliance is something which enables [it] to reflect things, using
the reflection of shapes it mysteriously leads without being discernable itself, imitating in its
reflection the forms of things. That in its penetration it is like the mouth or the eyes of the human

body, which have the veneration of dao as their leading principle, is why we call it 'mirror'."
Obviously, Yu interprets the passage as Jia Yi's explanation why he chooses the mirror as a

metaphor for dao rather than as a description of process of seeing.

128 Written as IS in the Yan/Zhong edition (2007: 333).

129 Yan/Zhong (2007: 333) have instead of Ü and indicate that one edition writes H 'to

inspect/trace'.
130 The numeral 'one' is commonly interpreted as referring to the unity by which, according to the

Shuowen Jiezi, dao is established (Yan/Zhong 2007:333): "The One is the great commencement at

the beginning; the dao is established out of the One, in creating it splits into heaven and earth, in
changing it accomplishes the ten thousand things." (—ttlUAJln» JËÏdr$—,

SWJZ, p. 7, supra). Yu's translation implicitly adopts this interpretation and replaces — by il
(Yu 2003: 248).

131 Xinshu if#, 'Dao de shuo' itfltS (8.5/59/14-16).
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While the entire passage is not easy to understand, there are a couple of places
which pose especially thorny problems: First, it is not clear, whether the two verbs
related to the emission and reflection of light (ze and jian) refer to an activity or to

an object displaying them: Does Jia say that brilliant things reflect or simply define
that brilliance is reflection? Second, and more importantly, it is not clear, how the

sequence "dao zhi shen" is to be analyzed. In the above translation, zhi is

taken as the object pronoun and referred to the things on which the previous

passage says that they are led by dao. This implies an interpretation of the
character il as a transitive verb, that is, it has to be read as däo (*lvu?-s), often

written with the character Ü. It is moreover implied that the agent that "leads by
reflection" is different from "spirit", which is said to delineate and go through the

things which appear to it. Another parsing would take the expression as one single
phrase and interpret zhi as a marker of adnominal determination ("genitive"): Like

this, the spirit would be an attribute of the leading force called "dao", and the

clause would yield something like "They [the things?] reflect through the spiritlike
invisible) activity of the dao 132 Two things speak in favor of the first

analysis: First, this interpretation would provide us with a clue to why the previous
sentence connects the idea of leading things with their property of emitting and

reflecting light: that the things that emit light are reflected by other things which
thereby are able to orient themselves accordingly. A second, and probably stronger,

reason for favoring the first segmentation is the fact that it is the word shen

'spirit' (LHan *zin; MOC *m-lin; BS *Ca.li[n]) which is resounding in the parono-
mastic xian 'to be first/to precede' (LHan *sen; MOC *s-§n; BS *svar) in a later part of
the argument. This suggests that the passage centers on 'spirit' rather than dao.133

While kongqiao in the next passage is attested in the sense of a cavity of a sense

organ elsewhere,134 the meaning of "feng yi chu ru" is not self-evident. Since the

132 This is the interpretation suggested by the punctuation in Yao/Zhong 2007: 324.

133 The alternative would be jian IS which would nicely match xian % in Mandarin, but which
differs both in the onset and the coda in MC as well as earlier stages of Chinese (MC/LHan *kamC;
MOC *krâms; BS*[kframs).
134 Huainanzi, 'Jingshenxun' fittSIII, 4 (7/55/27) and Wenzi, 'Jiushou' 2 (3/13/6) characterize

kongqiao (replacing S by TL), literally 'cavities and orifices' as the "doors and windows of
essence and spirit" (TL® ;<! j3 B). These two terms occur in Laozi 47, and Han Feizi ('Yu Lao'

17; 21/44/30) also uses the term kongqiao (S®) as their equivalent, warning that "when ear
and eye are used up by sound and color, when essence and spirit are used up by external forms,
this is because there is no lord inside." (ïfSiSjî&Sf'fe. ÂScfltfTË). What is

interesting for us is less Han Feizi's appeal for hierarchy than the fact that the text associates three

causes of exhaustion, not only sound and color, but also 'external marks' (waimao Possibly,
the second clause is not adding a new dimension, but captures into one general term what
exhausts ear and eye, namely external marks present in color and sound. Kongqiao is

generally rare, but it occurs four times in the medical classic Ling shu mentioned above.
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passage deals with reflection, one could argue that it refers to the fact that the

surface, which reflects, in a way throws back and hence "emits" the beam of light
whose immission it had previously received. In this sense, the reflecting surface

turns immission into emission and thus unites the two in itself. The fact thatfeng as

a verb in its literal sense can refer both to the respectful reception and offering of

gifts, i.e. it is not semantically fixed as to the direction of the interaction, seems to

support this interpretation. The spirit, which through reflection of the incoming

light depicts the illuminated (or illuminating) things in front of it, thus would mark
the point where the incoming light is turned into outgoing light. Like this, it would
be there before any light enters or leaves, or, in the words of our text, itprecedes the

reflection of light. Whether or not this rather far-reaching interpretation is correct:

It certainly succeeds in making sense of the phrase in its larger context.

Eventually, a final word needs to address the problem of the concluding
sentence: Why does the privileged position of "spirit" justify calling it jianl On a

manifest level, it is difficult to make sense of this claim, which is somehow

presented as a crucial statement resulting from the previous description of its

function. However, the situation looks different if we consider the possibility
that we are facing yet another instance of an etymological argument: Technically,
the previous statement - at least in our interpretation of incoming and outgoing

light - simply is a concise gloss of what reflection is. However, reflection had been

mentioned before in the text, and it seems unclear why it should be repeated and

given additional emphasis. In view of this, I suggest that the term jian here

connotes near homophonous jiân Sâ. (MOC: krâm; BS: *[k]'ram), which, among other

things, means 'to inspect', 'to supervise', or 'to procter'.135 Etymologically, jiàn
(krâms; *kvram-s) 'to mirror' is an endoactive derivation from this verb,136 and the

character - showing a person with an oversized eye looking down into a water
pan137 - can also be used for writing endoactive 'to mirror'. The addition of the

semantic determiner thus seems to result from a later attempt to disambiguate

135 "Endoactive" jiân, written S£, is attested already in the earliest layer of the transmitted
literature. Thus in the 'Jiugao' Sip, 8 (Announcement on Wine) chapter of Shangshu ®lr
(Venerated Documents), the king quotes an ancient saying which goes as follows: "No man is
mirrored by water; he must be mirrored by other men" (Àl&i&zK®, [38/35/3-4]). This

appears in the mler's admonition that nobody including his listeners is able to inspect himself and

hence relies on being inspected by the king. Murray's interpretation of the passage differs
somewhat: He relates it to the situation that other people "provide examples of worthiness to
emulate" (Murray 2016:106).
136 Cf. Schuessler 2007: 305. Schuessler further suggests that the comparatively late jing it also

derives from the same root via "re-etymologization" (p. 319). On the s-suffix as indicator of
endoactive (Schuessler: 'exopassive' verbs see Schuessler 2007: 41-42; Gassmann/Behr 2013:

458-459; Baxter/Sagart 2014: 59).

137 Guwenzi gulin, vol. 7, pp. 540.
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these two etymologically related meanings of 'inspecting' and 'mirroring'. Instead
of simply repeating what has already been stated, namely that the text sets out to
discuss the phenomenon of the reflection of light, it thus underlines the extraordinary

role of'spirit' as the 'gatekeeper' which checks everything that arrives at the

eye before it allows it to enter the body.

Arguably, there is another reason why Jia characterizes 'spirit' as what is

'preceding' or 'going ahead': The Shuowen Jiezi defines 'spirit' as that "which leads

out the ten thousand things" (yin chu wan wu 31 It has been suggested that
this definition is a paronomastic gloss which relates shen (*m-llin/ MOC *m-lin/ BS

*Ca-li[n]) to yin 31 'to pull, lead on' (*lin-q/MOC lin?/BS *li[n]?).138 There are
several passages in ancient Chinese texts which use this word for capturing the

interaction between the 'spirit' or its bodily abode, the 'heart', with the 'things'
outside. Whatever its nature, the link between shen and yin is thus obviously not an

idiosyncrasy of the Shuowen Jiezi.139

The close connection Jia Yi establishes between the eye and the way, between

eyesight and orientation, that is, the definition of the way which our eyes lead

our feet to walk, is characteristically expressed in the following portrayal of the

138 Behr 2010: 9.

139 The following passage from the Huainanzi, 'Chuzhen xun' JRH8)11 (Instruction on Preserving
Truth) belongs among the more explicit cases in point: JTfïÂSU Sit

3imm®, mmiÊ.. ft«**###**.,
" Outwardly, he follows their the changes) way (lit. 'winds'), inwardly he keeps his

nature intact. His ears and eyes are not clear, his thinking and planning are not busy. As for the

spirit which he houses, he sticks to simplicity so that it roams in highest clarity, pulling and

barring the ten thousand things, so that the sprouts of the many beauties virtues) arise. For

this reason, those who engage their spirit - spirit is leaving them; those who have their spirit
rest - spirit is housing in them." (2/12/22-23; for an alternative translation, see Major et al. 2010:

92). Gao You's Later Han commentary glosses shun H as zhuo M, i.e. a synonym of 31, 'to
pull' (cf. Huainanzi Jiaoshi, p. 142; p. 171, n. 37). However, the meaning of ff 'to bar/to shield off
also makes perfect sense here. Apparently, shen is an agency that is thought to be able both to

'pull/draw close' external things and to keep them away. Moreover, passages such as Mengzi,
'Gaozi I' ST!; (11.15/ 60/27 - 61/1) or Xunzi, 'Jiebi' 10 (21/105/7-8) - even if only speaking about
the heart, the abode of the spirit, rather than directly mentioning spirit itself - suggest that this

'pulling' was considered reciprocal. Just as our own spirit was thought to be able to attract
external things, there was a concern that things might 'pull out' or 'pull away' our spirit - thus

the Mengzi warns us that 'things' might 'distract', literally 'pull away', the sense organs, and the

Xunzi notes that even a small thing may 'pull' the heart. There is thus a conception of an

exchange of spirit. And the Huainanzi seems to alert us that too much sensing and thinking
might lead to a loss of concentration of spirit - in a quite literal sense. A similar passage about

protecting spirit from being attracted by external things can be found in Han Feizi, 'Jie Lao' (20/

41/20 - 42/1).
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junzi fftransmitted in the Guoyu IS bp (Discourses of the States)140, Hanshu Ü#
(History of the Han), and, in a slightly shortened version, Jia Yi's Xinshu141 as well:

Now as for the gentleman, it is his eye by which he fixes his body, and it is his feet by which he

follows it the eye); Therefore, when you look at his face, you definitely know his heart. It is

the eye by which he positions what is appropriate (for him), and the feet by which he walks
(according to) his eye. The sight of the Marquis of Jin reaches far and his feet carry him high
up, his eye does not orient (literally "cause to be in a particular place") his body, and his feet
do not walk (along) his eye. His heart must be strange! He whose eye and body do not follow
each other, how could he endure?

fcST BÔ.JËSI. £Kfc£Sffiîïl*<C?&. SQjtst142, mmrn
MÄÄ, ST», bist«®, nmèxf3

The passage, it seems, attributes the function of a compass of one's body to the eye.
There is thus a very straightforward sense in which the eyes are of an extraordinary
importance for our way. Quite possible that this simple fact stands at the beginning
ofJia Yi's lofty speculations about the Way and the process of its manifestation. It is

also worth noting that, incidentally, the orientation of one's path according to a

particular object is, in some variants of this pericope, rendered as ding IE 'to fix'
(rather than zheng IE 'to adjust'), that is precisely by the term which Jia Yi had
associated with the sixth characteristic (li) of de, namely ming 'designation', as

discussed above. So far, it has remained unclear what it is that is thought to be

fixed here. A precious hint pointing at a possible clarification of this question can
be found in the Eastern Han Shiming (Explaining Terms) where, in the section

on illnesses and diseases, there is the following passage:

If the pupils are bright (clear) but unfocused (lit. not aligned), this is called pervasive vision;
these words mean that (vision) pervades and encompasses the eyeholes as a whole. One also

calls this 'pairwise (lit. harnessed) vision': 'pairwise' is separate. One says one eye looks at the

sky, the other at the ground, so that the clarity (brightness) of the eye is split apart and what
[the two parts] see is not the same.

W^bJïïdTmEBÛI!, siliiBE-fflT XMZMU, M, PUÉ* b-BJ1?c, -@fl
Jâ, METIslfiT144

As a verb combining with ming, 'clarity' or 'brightness', that is, the faculty of

seeing, zheng here refers to grasping a thing in the visual field by focusing one's

140 Guoyu, 'Zhouyu xia' Ml1ST, 25 (1.25 / 15/28-16/1).
141 Xinshu, 'Li rong yu xia' IS^IST, 7 (10.2/72/18-20).
142 Guoyu has H instead of It (1.25/15/28).

143 Hanshu SHU, 'Wuxing zhi' IlJtT (Records on the Five Phases), 7 (Hanshu, p. 1354).

144 Shiming, 'Shi ji hing' ff (8.1/86/13-14).
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eyes on it. Interestingly, the unfocused way of vision, which conveys an indistinct
brightness, is associated with the word tong, to pervade or penetrate. Focusing a

thing, we fix the position of the thing before our eyes and determine the route we
would have to take for reaching it. This is further and independent evidence for the

collocation of some of the key terms of the 'Dao de shuo' in the specific context of

positioning and fixing a thing in vision. The emphasis, in Jia Yi's conception of the

notion of de, on the importance of the eye for fixing one's aim and thus defining
one's path is somewhat reminiscent of the very shape of the character de (MOC

*tak / BS *t''3k) (and variants based on M zhi [MOC *drak / BS *N-t<r>ak], obviously
the character's phonophoric), which combines the elements chi 4 indicating
movement, with M, which consists of 0, 'eye', along with a [ "-shaped element

that corresponds to a single vertical line in some archaic character forms and has

hence been identified with the sight line allowing one to adjust and straighten
oneself ,145 This has even led to speculations that the character originally wrote a

word meaning something like 'to look directly at something'.146 Jia Yi's
philosophical or cosmological reconstruction of the term - in spite of its apparent
novelty - thus looks like a "learned" folk-etymology of the character's graphic
structure.

Let us return to the discussion of reflection and sight in the 'Dao de shuo'

which continues as follows:

Reflection is that whereby one is able to see. What sees is the eye. When dao (moving/leading
along) and de (manifestation) arrange things, essence sublimates and constitutes147 the

eyes.148

m#sä, mmmvowmMi.150

Like Wang Chong, Jia Yi here also seems to distinguish between reflection - that is

the light emitted or reflected by external things - as the cause of seeing and the eye

145 This analysis is proposed by Xu Zhongshu [£ltl pf (1989-1991) (Guwenzi gulin, vol. 2, p. 474).

Wolfgang Bauer even writes about speculations identifying this element as a thunderbolt emitted
from the eye, unfortunately without providing a source. See Bauer 2001: 93.

146 Cf. Barnwell 2013: 5.

147 The semantics of wéi M connote both the physical process of this essence condensing into the

eyes and the function of essence in this configuration as the organ of sight.
148 Yu Zhirong translates: "A mirror is able to duplicate the shapes of the ten thousand things,
and what is able to spot the ten thousand things is the eye. When it comes to dao and de

functioning inside external things, the most refined and subtle is the eyes." (Yu 2003: 248-249).
149 5H is an emendation by Lu Wenchao ÜÜDn (1717-1795). Liu Shipei Sil Win (1884-1919) rejects
this emendation, arguing that neng W, stands for tai M, which he interprets to refer to a mirror's
manifestation of the shapes of things (Yan/Zhong 2007: 333).

150 Xinshu, 'Dao de shuo' (8.5/59/16).
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as the faculty able to see. While it is clear that the eye is characterized as the most
sublime form of essence (jing If),151 the preceding phrase about the activity of dao

and de is not very clear. What shi M here most probably means is made explicit in a

passage transmitted both in the Huainanzi and in the Da Dai Liji ifcÜcÜtsS (Record

of Rites by Dai the Elder) which relates it to sources of light like the sun or fire which
emit (tu Rh) breath ("animating matter", qi) - as opposed to things like water or
metal which are said to absorb (han 11") it.152 These usages of shi thus refer to the

projection of light and its concomitant translation into the shape of a specific
reflection (ying jft).

Therefore, when things first take shape [= assume their body], they [dao and de] partition
[some of] the preceding [= spirit] to become the eye. When the eye is completed, the shapes

(bodies) follow. Hence, when it comes to having a basis in breath-matter as a human, none is

more refined than the eye. The eye is clear, just as shiny and brilliant as a liquid, without there

being any dirt and dust intermingled with it. Therefore, it is able to see. Seen from this

perspective, the eye is sufficient to see clearly (have clarity about) the [inner] sheen and

[outer] brilliance of dao (moving/leading along) and de (manifestation).153

MiMtMlWiä, ^/fcffl/10, MTW* Mms, 0«
mm-mm, «is, 154

Although it is unclear in what larger context this passage has to be situated, the

description could well refer to the ontogenesis of an individual human being.

Interestingly, the eye of the person is thought to precede the shapes - as, apparently,

it is only through reflection, that is, through the eye that shapes or forms first

appear. However, the description also resembles depictions of the emanation of
the world through subsequent stages of ever increasing concreteness in cosmo-

logical speculations transmitted in the Huainanzi and in Han apocryphal texts
attributed to Zhouyi Ml J| (Changes of Zhou) traditions. These writings describe an
advancement through the consecutive stages of complete vacuity (wu M),

151 When the Shiming ('Shi xing ti' fllUfS [Explaining the body and its parts], [2.2/19/13])

discusses the pupil (tongzi SÈT1), it identifies the suffix -zi as a "diminutive" OS) and further
remarks that the minuteness thus indicated "mainly refers to what is most refined and bright" (5Ë

If i.e. to the essence concentrating in one's eyes.
152 Huainanzi, 'Tianwenxun' 2 (3/18/28-30); Da Dai Liji, 'Zengzi Tianyuan' H-TAW,
2 (5.5/35/4-9).
153 "Therefore, when, at the beginning, the ten thousand things are provided with their bodies, it
is the eyes which first discern clarity. Things (wuti ftft) are only formed after the eyes have been

formed. All the breath-matter (qi) on which human beings rely becomes more complete through
the presentation by the eyes. The eyes are clear and brilliant as if moistened. There is no pollution
in them, which is why they can see adequately. Seen from this angle, the eye is sufficient to

discriminate how dao and de render things brilliant [...]." (Yu 2003: 249).

154 Xinshu, 'Dao de shuo' (8.5/59/16-18).
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indistinguishable breath-air (qi Ä), visual forms or shapes (xing M), and touchable
matter (zhi ®).155 The text here makes the watery consistence of the eye explicit,
doubtlessly the decisive criterion for choosing the metaphor of the water mirror for
eyesight. And just as the water precedes the images reflected on its surface, the eye
for Jia Yi has to be there before any form or shape can appear. In order to get a

clearer picture ofwhat he considers de to be, it seems helpful to have a look at parts
of his respective discussion:

De (manifestation) is separating from not-being-there nothing) and proceeds into being-
there something), and therefore it shines, so that it first assumes shape (a body) by
contracting (like dried meat) and muddying up. It is for this reason that the six traits appear in
it. As for de (manifestation), when it transforms itself, it gets into the position where the
traits of things come forth. As long as it has not yet transformed, there is but the brightness of
dao (moving/leading along). When dao freezes into ice, it becomes de (manifestation), and
the spirit embarks (rides on) de (manifestation). De therefore is the shine of dao (moving/
leading along). Although dao is spirit (i.e., invisible activity), it needs to embark (ride) on de

(manifestation), so that (its) appearance has something on which to base itself ,.).156

155 The Qianzuodu KISS (Piercing the Dimensions of Creative Qian) is a Han apocryphal text
(wei St). Apocrypha were considered practical complements to the classics, often used for
prognostication {chen Ü): "Wei is the counterpart of ching which means, literally, the warp or
lengthwise threads of a fabric but which is used as the general term for the Chinese classics. Wei

thus means the woof or transverse threads of a fabric, but carries the idea of that which
completes the classics; the wei supposedly conveyed the other half of canonical truth" (Dull 1966:6).
"[bjorn out of the battle for the throne after the fall of Wang Mang" (p. 234), chen wei texts were
considered to be Confucius' secret classics. Their popularity depends on the elevation of the

stature of Confucius during the last years of the Former Han (p. 202). Closely interwoven with yin
yang-cosmology, these writings were criticized by official scholars since the 1st c. CE and
eventually forbidden in the 5th c. CE. The Qianzuodu distinguishes four subsequent stages of the
emanation of the world: the absence of anything (taiyi is is), the presence of qi (taichu tklU), the

appearance of visible shapes (taishi isiä), and the manifestation of palpable matter (taisu isM)
(Qianzuodu, p. 24). Related accounts are already documented in Huainanzi, 'Chuzhen xun' 1-2
(2/10/14-27). These seem to be the point of reference of speculations on 'being-there', 'not-being
there', 'already being-there' etc. transmitted in Zhuangzi, 'Qiwulun' 8 (2/5/18-20) and

'Zhibeiyou* 8 (22/63/1-3).
156 "Dao leaves emptiness and reaches the confines of reality. This is why it receives brilliance,
forming a concentration of internal matter and possessing a shape, this is why the six traits

appear. [...] de is produced because of the rise of transformations of (external) things and

internal matter. Those transformations are the outward character (qingkuang tfiffi) of dao. After
dao condenses it turns into de, de in turn becomes the abode of spirit. De is what is projected by
the brilliance of dao. And even if dao possesses the attribute of spirituality it definitely makes de

its medium, and the fact that is has a form of appearance definitely has its cause, [...]." (Yu 2003:

249-250).
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è. mm, üsia^icM-ti, w^i
Timm®. t...].

This passage is illuminating in two respects: First, it shows that for Jia Yi, the term
de comes close to the notion of solid things.157 This is obvious from the formulation
of dao's embarking on de which is an almost verbatim repetition from the beginning

of the text that simply replaces "wu" ($3) 'things' by "de". At least implicitly,
dao is identified with not-being there, while de marks the passage into being-there.
This step is described by a metaphor of light: when the brightness of dao contracts
and darkens, it appears as the sheen which penetrates, or more literally, "soaks

up", things. If the passage is not corrupt, de is compared to dried meat, which
would make some sense, as for one thing dried meet is glossy, and as for another, it
is marbled with fine veins of fat which resemble the surface of jade. Secondly, Jia Yi
chooses the metaphor of freezing water which turns into ice to symbolize the

development of dao into de. This specific decision is highly intriguing, as it opens a

new perspective on the metaphorics of sight: While in the archeological or textual
record of ancient China, there is no evidence which suggests the existence of
crystal or glass lenses,158 an apocryphal text attributed to prince Liu An of
Huainan, the alleged compiler of the Huainanzi, discusses the use of ice lenses to

ignite fire.159 As we have seen, Jia Yi places the appearance of the eye before the

157 Xu Fuguan claims that de like dao belongs to the "shapeless" (Fan 2019:170). This is correct
insofar as shapes (xing W) are said to emerge in the last stage of the emanation of concrete things
associated with ming (designation). However, this shows that the meaning of xing (shape) is

more specific than the one of wu (thing). It does refer not the establishment of things but to their
specification which coincides with their designation by a name.
158 Regardless of whether the ancient Chinese knew lenses, the fact that they mainly
experimented with bronze mirrors has arguably defined the specific development of Chinese optics: "In
China, the alliance of metallurgy and optics served as a foundation for the development of optical
media that projected and moved images. Moreover, optical media and their devices relied on an

understanding of human vision as mobile and binocular, [...] that describejs] indigenous Chinese

means for constructing pictorial space. Chinese optics thus had very little in common with its
"Western" counterpart dominated by transparent lenses (glass and its precursors), monocular

vision, and notions of spatial representation linked to the study of geometry and predicated on
these phenomena" (Purtle 2018: 88).

159 The relevant passage is transmitted in the fragmentary Huainan Wanbi shu (Ten

Thousand Specialized Techniques of Huainan) (Wu et al. 2015). "Cut ice in a circular shape, hold it
into the direction of the sun, place mugwort behind the ice, so that it falls within the shadow, then
fire will arise" (^iJftK^BI. B. Huainan Wanbi shu, p. 2a. An almost
identical formulation is transmitted in Zhang Hua's 3S¥ (232-300 CE) Bowuzhi (Extensive
Records on Things,'The art of jugglery'®ff, p. 118: §1Ö.Ir]B, LiiSK'fâSÂ®, III
W'X° "They cut ice in a circular shape, hold it into the direction of the sun, and place mugwort
behind the ice, so that it falls within the shadow and thus catches fire", cf. Greatrex 1987: 86; see
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emergence of shaped things. Here we observe that he symbolizes the consolidation
of moving dao into constant de by the image of water crystalizing into ice. Even in
the absence of evidence for the use of lenses, this intimate interconnection
between freezing and the emergence of the eye suggests that Han Chinese scholars

might have been aware of the use of lenses to focus light. It is thus imaginable that
the water metaphor in connection with the eye invokes not only the image of a

water mirror, but possibly also the idea of an ice lens.160 Note also, that the Chinese

later also decided to use the very wording, which - among other things - stands

for the transparent liquid consisting of sublimated matter which they thought to fill
up the eye, for rendering the notion of a transparent crystal lens. Be that as it may:
Jia's peculiar conception of the emergence of sight is spectacular, in spite of its

admittedly isolated character in early Chinese texts.

As we have observed, Jia Yi describes de as the shine or reflection of dao. That

is, he conceives the relationship between dao and de as an exchange of light: To see

how he might have imagined the precise connection between the sources of light
and the illuminated objects which reflect it back, it is instructive to have a closer

look at the passage from the Da Dai Liji mentioned above:

The way of heaven is round, the way of earth is square. The square I call dark. The round I call
bright. What is bright is emitting (spitting out) breath-matter (qi). For this reason it displays
(figures of) light outside; what is dark is absorbing (inhaling) breath-matter (qi). For this

reason it displays (figures of) light inside. Therefore, fire and the sun display (figures of) light
outside, while metal and water display (figures of) light inside. What emits (spits out) breath-

matter spreads out, what absorbs (inhales) breath-matter changes. Therefore, the light (yang)

spreads out, while the dark (yin) changes. The refined breath-matter of the light (yang) is

called 'spirit', the refined breath-matter of the dark (yin) is called 'soul'. 'Spirit' and 'soul'
are the root of all kinds of things, the source of rites, music, humaneness and righteousness,

also Laufer 1915: 223). This reference, adduced by Schlegel, was known to Laufer who invoked a

philological argument (Zhang Hua's original text was lost in the Song period) to doubt the

authenticity of this attribution. Yet, even if the statement is late, and even admitting the fact that
the Wanbishu mentioned above, which is attributed to Liu An, has only been preserved in the 10th

c. CE Taiping Yulan AT®!! (Laufer 1915: 224), Laufer's conclusion that for this reason it cannot

predate the seventh century, when burning-lenses first became known in China, still obviously
begs the question.

160 However, the freezing of water into ice is also used in a merely metaphorical way by Wang
Chong, who compares the process of the condensation of floating 'spirit' into a solid body of a

human being to argue against the idea that ghosts are the spirits of dead people: "When water

congeals it becomes ice; when breath-matter congeals it becomes a human being; when ice

dissolves it becomes water; when a human being dies it turns back to spirit. When we name him or
her the human being) a spirit, it is just as ice after dissolution changes its name to water." zkÛfê
ftK, MM&A ; ftKff^zK, Lunheng, 'Lun si' It^E (62/

268/14-15).
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and the place from where it arises whether something is good or not, whether it is in order or
in chaos.161

ftilHH, «10^, ^-ElftïïnliaB^; ÄÄStfHS: Eifert
ft, ffl&dcftft, n±Ä#Mllr*#fh, IKilllftft. HitfttÄBtt,
PfctfifÄHS; ttl#, n°nt)i*iÈ, ïïôffêfèlJrÉflfttiî..162

The 'Tianwen xun' (Instructions on Astronomy) chapter of the Huainanzi

presents a shorter version of the crucial passage, though in a different context:

The way of heaven is round. The way of earth is square. The square dominates the dark. The

round dominates the bright. What is bright emits (spits out) breath-matter. Therefore, fire is

said to display (figures of) light (outside). What is dark absorbs (inhales) breath-matter.

Therefore, water is said to display (figures of) light inside. What spits out (emits) breath-

matter is spreading, what absorbs (inhales) breath-matter is changing. For this reason, the

light (yang) spreads and the dark (yin) changes.163

ftitSBI, JÉÂQ^r. BJ#, n±<SR#-tä, Él#> #
ÄifokSftf:. B±jR#i&, êitgfflPif-fcd64

These passages are instructive because they define light effects as a function of
breath-matter: Brightness is attributed to the emission of qi, darkness to its
consumption. Light thus is strongest where breath-matter is emitted and it is weak

where it is absorbed. The empirical reason for this theory seems to be the fact that

bright things like the sun or a fire are reflected elsewhere without there being any
reflections of things on them. Likewise, murky things like water or metal reflect

other things, notably also bright ones like the sun or a fire. This idea that light is a

transfer ofmatter from one body to another seems to underlie Jia Yi's conception of

emerging things as reflections of dao. His postulated transfer of light from emitting
dao to receiving de thus arises in the context of the kind of yin and yang "physics"
illustrated in the above-quoted Han sources: Note that the alleged direction
of movement from dao, the source of light, to de, the target of light, would

moreover nicely fit with paronomastic definitions of de 'virtue' by de # 'to receive'

161 For a French translation see Grynpas 1972:110.

162 Da Dai Liji dciHisS, 'Zengzi Tianyuan' fiftftBl, 2 (5.5/35/4-9).
163 Apparently judging from the astronomical context, John S. Major interprets the two terms ying
and ming as specifically referring to the light of the sun and the moon respectively: "The Way of
Heaven is called the Round; the Way of Earth is called the Square. The square governs the obscure;
the circular governs the bright. The bright emits qi, and for this reason fire is the external brilliance
of the sun. The obscure sucks in qi, and for this reason, water is the internal luminosity of the

moon. Emitted qi endows; retained qi transforms. Thus yang endows and yin transforms." Major
et al. 2010: 115.

164 Huainanzi, 'Tianwenxun' ftTtfll 2 (3/18/28-30).
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(both *tTak), but also dao 'to lead' (*lTu?-s) or 'way' (*[ka.l]îu?) by almost

homophonous you È 'to originate from' (*l[u]), even if the connection of this link
with the light metaphor is unattested elsewhere.165

In a next step, Jia Yi relates the contraction of illuminating dao into a

condensed mass of reflecting breath-matter to the notion of nature:

As for human nature: When dao and de create things, these things have their shapes (bodies)
and the spiritlike (invisible) activity of dao and de are concentrated and become one unit of
breath-matter, and they will make the clarity of its sheen abundant and rich. At the point in
time when it [dao] muddies up and coagulates into something coherent inside a thing,
nothing that is to become a thing would generate breath-matter, [breath-matter] all is [simply]
gathered (concentrated) inside them, and that's why one calls it human nature. Human

nature is the place where the (animating) spirit breath(-matter) comes together. When human

nature is established, then spirit breath becomes crystal-clear and penetrates into the outside

world, where it is in correspondence with the impulses of external things.166

m, mmm®,
la*», iftfiitïÊo tt, WMZßr#tk,

The creation of a single thing according to these lines involves the concentration of
a portion of the spirit of dao and de into a singular unit of breath-matter. This lump
of matter - we may assume due to the integration of spirit into it - is said to be

"soaked" with clarity. The next sentence is not unambiguous, but it makes sense to

interpret in a way which views the formation of a thing as not implying the
generation of animating breath-matter, but only its concentration inside this thing. It is

this aggregation of breath as received from spirit which is identified as the thing's

165 Thus, a Zhouyi quote in the Shuoyuan ('Bianwu', 2) not transmitted in the received text of
the classic states: "None of the movements of things does not originate from dao." Ê
it [18.2 /150/29-151/1]). For a definitory use of these paronomastic links see the definitions in the

Han period Sushu ft# ('Yuanshizhang' [Sushu, pp. 18; 21]). On this particular paronomastic

tie see Behr 2011: 26; Boltz/Schemmel 2013: 43-44.
166 "Nature is something created by dao and de. The ten thousand things all have their shapes,

while the sublimation (jinghua )#¥) of dao and de condenses into one piece of breath-matter

(yi qi). Form this we are able to know that dao and de are brilliant and pristine. They sediment,

coagulating through the formation of a single body, being altogether inside the ten thousand

things, while, again, they exist before the things are born. That animating breath is concentrated in
it, is the reason why one calls it nature in the first place. Nature is established by the concentration
of spirit and breath. After nature has been established, spirit and breath all manifest themselves in
a clear and distinct way, penetrating beyond the bodies of things, in mutual resonance and

harmony with the external things." (Yu 2003: 250).

167 Xinshu, 'Dao de shuo' (8.5 / 59/26-60/1).
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nature. The final passage is again highly intriguing: It states that through the

establishment of nature the spirit collected in a particular thing not only makes this

very thing extremely clear - clarity most probably metaphorically invoking
consciousness -, but in fact it holds that the spirit leaves the body when it reacts to

impulses received from outward things. Even if this passage certainly is not
unambiguous, it clearly suggests that the light encapsulated in a thing at the moment
of its production by dao and de emanates or radiates from that thing in order to get
into contact with other things. This is a clear indication that seeing was not

exclusively conceived as a matter of light immission. Rather, there seems to be an
interaction of light coming in from other objects outside and light emitted from
inside the body. Unfortunately, the text does not make explicit how it conceives of
this "exchange" of light. What it provides is an idea of the alleged relationship
between 'human nature' and 'spirit':

(One's?) Spirit is the (animating) spirit breath of dao and de as triggered by one's nature. It is

elusive like a spark of fire or a stream ofwater, and it does not allow to be depicted as a thing
(i.e., assimilated to a thing). None among the transformations and changes [of things] are not
made by it. The traits of things and the arising ofall transformations all are places where spirit
changes. (...)168

»#. ÄfgttÄ^'14-feo 1ÎIS, *Bl«:tk, mitmMÄügü;trig, It
o169

Spirit thus appears to be the invisible driving force which brings forth both the
characteristics of things and their transformations. Jia Yi conceives it as an effect of
the animating breath of a thing imbued by dao and de at the time of its creation.
Like dao it is itself elusive and is only traceable through its effects - which is no less

than the entire path the thing goes through, including all its transformations, that
is, the various stages of its development. In this context, it is worth noting
that Wang Chong's 1st century CE Lunheng shows that this relationship between
'nature' (xing '14) and 'spirit' (shen #) is based on an established paronomastic
link.170 Immediately after invoking the common association of gui % (MOC kui? /
BS *k-?uj?) 'ghost' and gui If 'to return' (MOC *kwe / BS *[k]waj), he remarks

168 "Spirit results from what dao, de, spirit and breath produce out of nature, its harmonious joy is

like the gentle flow of a river, is something which no external thing has a way to imitate. There is no

thing which its transformations would not accomplish; both the constant rules of things and their
transformations are brought forward by the changing spirit." (Yu 2003: 251).

169 Xinshu, 'Dao de shuo' (8.5/60/3-4).
170 Murray discussing this link between nature and spirit refers to this very passage from the

Xinshu (Murray 2016: 79).
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that "the light breath animates by leading the things, that's why one calls it 'spirit'"
Wang thus presents this pun, which connects sheng

(MOC *srjer) / LHan set]) and shen (MOC *mlin / LHan zin), as reflecting a current
view among his contemporaries. The intrinsic relation Jia Yi sees between 'nature'
and 'spirit' thus is by no means a peculiarity of his thought.

Clarity is the spirit breath inside, so that it is knowledgeable without there being light. If it is

clear then it has an emission (radiation of light) to the outside. Outside and inside
interpenetrate into one another, so that (ascertaining) gain and loss, the traits of things affairs),
and right and wrong all are the task of knowledge. Therefore, I said: The emission (radiation)
of light is called clarity. Clarity engenders perceptions, one penetrates them through
knowledge.172

as#, »imsi
ï&*H. mtkm, mzma.173

Clarity, that is the term used both for eyesight and for intelligence, is here defined

as that portion ofspiritual vital force by which dao and de endow a particular thing.
If there is no light, this clarity turns into knowledge. Knowledge is thus conceived

on the basis of the metaphor of inner light. But it is additionally characterized by its

potential to reach out into the external world through radiation. Apparently, it is by

way of this emission that it is thought to pervade both the inside and the outside of
a thing, thus fulfilling the task of recognizing the outer world. When this clarity
shines beyond the thing, it produces the awareness of distinct perceptions, which

171 Lunheng, 'Lunsipian' (62/268/12-14): "Some say: 'ghost' and 'spirit' are the names of
dark (yin) and light (yang): The dark (yin) breath-matter returns (gui) by driving things back. That's

why it is called 'ghost' (gui); the light (yang) breath-matter animates (sheng 4) by leading things
ahead. That's why it is called 'spirit' (shen ft). 'spirit' (shen) means 'to spread' (shen ft); ['spirit'
and 'ghost'] spread (shen Efl) and return infinitely; when they arrive at the end, they return to the

beginning; humans use the breath of spirit (shen) for living (sheng), and when they die they return
(gui) this breath of 'spirit' (shen). The dark and the light are called 'ghost' and 'spirit', and when a

human being dies, it is also called 'ghost' and 'spirit'." (sggft: fêÂiËftlïïn
m, ifeflAjt; »#, ftffl, EffÄÜB, f&WMn, AfflftHfË,

mmm&W, A?E). Cf. Forke 1907:191-192.

172 "Clarity is only called wisdom when spirit and breath-matter are inside and have no more
resplendence. Clarity can also have the outward appearance of radiance. When inside and outside

integrate into one single unity, then gain and loss, the dynamics of affairs, and right and wrong are

all determined by wisdom. That is why I say 'the mutual illumination of those possessing

resplendence is called clarity', 'when clarity produces external marks, they integrate with internal
wisdom'." (Yu 2003: 251).

173 Xinshu, 'Dao de shuo' (8.5/60/7-8).
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it pervades through its knowledge.174 Again, the description of the processes of
consciousness and cognition remain vague. However, there can be no doubt that
Jia Yi relegates both the spirit of a thing which is responsible for its growth and

development and its exchange with other things outside itself as well as the thing's
intellectual capacity, its clarity to one and the same source: Both are taken from the

spirit of dao and de. And while the light which communicates with what is outside
the thing is still called shen, he conceives ming, clarity, as that part of the "cosmic"

spirit which is kept inside:175 If the eyes are closed, that is, in the absence of light
coming from outside, clarity is knowledge or awareness. It is a consciousness of
things which does not depend on their actual presence. However, if the eyes are

opened clarity radiates into the outside world - and it seems safe to assume that

once it has left the thing, it is thought to turn into the spirit it originally was. At the

same time, there also is light (and spirit?) coming in: It seems to be this incoming
light which leads to the conscious appearance of discriminate external things.
These perceived things are then penetrated and incorporated by knowledge.

One of the few passages on this idea of an interaction between incoming and

outgoing spirit can be found in the 'Nei ye' M H (Inner Exercises) chapter of the

Guanzi - which is at the same time one of the earliest witnesses for the use of
the word xiang j® in the sense of a mental image or imagination:

When one's body is not well-adjusted fixed), de (virtue) does not arrive; ifone's inside is not
still, then the heart will not be in order. A well-adjusted body absorbs de, the humaneness of
Heaven and the righteousness of earth will arrive in abundance. When one's spirit and clarity

174 Texts like the 'Xinshu I' '|jffî_h chapter (1, 4; 13.1/95/25-26; 96/16-18) of the Guanzi if/p,
which explicitly describe cognition in terms of a hierarchical division of labor inspired by the
administrative structure of the realm, identify the sense organs as guan liT, 'officials', and the
duties they are in charge of as zhi Wi 'tasks'. Note that the heart, which occupies the position of
the ruler, is not associated with a particular 'task'. Insofar as the sensual organs convey
different impressions, they register what is going on outside one's body. Along the lines of this
metaphor, only the sensual organs, but not the heart, are in contact with external things. It
seems well possible that there exists a paronomastic, if not etymological, relation between zhi
Wi *tak 'registrar' and zhi Ü *tak-s 'to register'. Interestingly, this etymologywould account for
both connotations of zhi, that is, 'memory' (what has been registered) and 'perception' (what
is being registered). The Shuowen Jiezi gives the gloss 'to register details' (ji wei iSlit).
Accordingly, Duan Yucai SIES, (1735-1815) has identified tt as the original shape of Ü (Yan/
Zhong 2007: 335).

175 For a discussion on the notion(s) of shen ming, see Knoblock 1988; 252-255. In spite of the
difficulties of the Xinshu, it is clear that the text presents a rationalization of these terms. For this

reason, I consider it justified to ignore more ancient, explicitly religious interpretations.
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attain the outmost degree, they shine in176 the knowledge of the ten thousand things. Inside,
righteousness177 is maintained, and there is no wavering (doubts). One does not interfere the

sense organs with things, nor does one interfere the heart with the senses. It is on this that I

say the inside is kept (in order). There is spirit which is in one's body by itself. Once it
goes ahead, once it comes back. No one is able to track it in thinking. But losing it, one

certainly falls into chaos, while keeping it, one certainly is in order. If one respectfully
dismisses it spirit) from its abode, essence will come in by itself.178 Refined as it is, its

imagination tracks it spirit?) in thought; still as it is, its memory keeps it spirit?) in
order.179 Through one's earnest expression of anxiety and respect, essence will reach a point
of fixation. Ifone keeps it spirit) without letting it depart, the ears and eyes will not disperse

(it), and the heart will have no other plans (patterns). If there is a well-adjusted heart inside
oneself, the ten thousand things receive their measurements.

EMMM, lW8l:t1f, ff,
f-fthUth t, ^Fötll'ib, JilS+f#. WttiïE#, -tt-*, MZ
m&. «£&,«)& g n«mit,*&mz.

The sentences immediately preceding this passage make it clear that the 'exercises'
ofconcentration in the Guanzi are designed for the ruler. Even if it is unclear what is

meant by 'well-adjusted' (zheng IE), the ensuing characterization of one's internal
constitution as 'still' or 'tranquil' (jing if) suggests that the word refers to stability
in the sense of a fixed position as well - be it literally, in the sense of rest or
motionlessness, or in metaphorical terms, referring to one's hierarchical status. In
the present context, however, we are less concerned with the question what lcind of

176 Rickett has "The ultimate accomplishment of the Spirit - How brilliant! It knows all things,
He considers shen ming a binome and renders it by capitalized 'Spirit'. The phrase zhao hu he

identifies as an exclamation belonging to the previous sentence. I consider both decisions
problematic. (Rickett 1965: 161).

177 Rickett (1965: 161) follows Sun Yirang's emendation of this yi. In my view, our discussion
shows just how essential this term is for understanding the larger implications of the passage.
178 Rickett translates: "Respectfully keep clean its abode. And (thus the embodiment of) the

essence will then come of itself." (p. 162).

179 Rickett reads this as an instruction rather than an explanation: "Quiet your thoughts in order

to contemplate it." (p. 162). By leaving away jing If and contracting xiang si II S into an indistinct
'to contemplate', this translation obliterates cmcial terminological distinctions and moreover
blurs the references to the previous topic of 'tracking spirit in one's thinking' (si zhi S,Z).
180 Harold Roth (1999: 222) considers these four characters to be a later Confucian interpolation.
In view of our discussion this appears hardly plausible. Cf. Graziani 2011:11, n. 11.

181 Graziani 2011:11, n. 19 follows Jeffrey K. Riegel, who emends ming into mo (Ü, which yields the

four character phrase ttîlî^Pl! ("Spirit - no one knows its limit") which is also attested in the

'Xinshu xia' 'lb tfiT (Techniques of the Heart II) chapter of the Guanzi. If our interpretation is right,
there is obviously no need for this emendation.

182 Guanzi, 'Neiye' (16.1/116/11-13).
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'meditation' the Guanzi invokes, but rather how it explains the mental clarity, the

well-ordered 'heart', supposedly resulting from one's exercise of concentration.
The imagery of the Guanzi compares the body to a container. More interesting than

this is how the text characterizes what is supposed to fill it up: The first term which

appears is de, commonly rendered 'virtue', an abstract moral term which can only
be "stored" in a metaphorical sense. However, in the light of Jia Yi's material

conception of de as a brilliant, but still unshaped and colorless congelation of qi,

there is quite a concrete sense in which one's body can be imagined to ingest de.

The passage further continues by describing the process which leads to this
concentration of de: It is said to result from the spontaneous arrival of what is
called the "humaneness of Heaven" [tian ren and the "righteousness of
earth" (di yi JÉJS). At the first glance, this again seems to be yet another instance
of figurative speech. But this might be a misleading impression, a premature
conclusion based on our reading the terms ren ('humaneness') and yi
('righteousness') in the abstract and exclusively moral sense which they later
assumed. That there is a material or organic aspect to these notions is suggested by
the fact that the expressions "humaneness of Heaven" and "righteousness of
earth" are resumed, in the ensuing phrase, by the two terms shen 'spirit' and

ming 'clarity' - whose perfection is then invoked for specifying the state of a

"well-ordered" heart which the exercise aims to attain. For a better understanding
of this vocabulary it is worth recalling what we have observed so far: First, the
above-discussed passages from the Da Dai Liji and the Huainanzi present light as

the movement of animate spirit breath from Heaven to earth. More specifically,
they conceive it as something filling the space between different bodies who are

distinguished as to whether they emit light or absorb it - the latter referring to
things that merely reflect rather than radiate. Second, Jia Yi's text on dao and de

draws a line between 'spirit' as the light filling the space outside the solid bodies -
be it free-floating or body-bound -, and 'clarity' as that part of spirit which is

encapsulated in solid bodies and 'illuminates' them from within. Finally, the

Guanzi passage under discussion speaks of an abundance or effluence of
'humaneness' and 'righteousness' coming from Heaven and earth respectively. Note,
that what is rendered "abundance" (yin i-I) here corresponds to the same word
which recurs, a few lines later, in the negative connotation of 'dispersing', now
referring to the uncontrolled loss of 'spirit' through the sensual organs. There is

thus good reason to assume that the Guanzi also refers to 'spirit' when it speaks

about the spontaneous arrival of Heaven's 'humaneness' and earth's 'righteousness':

Possibly, these two phrases respectively refer to 'spirit' as the light emitted
from heaven, and 'clarity' as the light absorbed in earth, that is, contained in solid
bodies that reflect. And maybe jing, 'essence' or 'refined stuff, refers precisely
to the purest kind of reflecting substance. As for the terms 'humaneness' and
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'righteousness', it is important to keep in mind, that the Guanzi addresses

here meditation in the larger context of rulership. And in this regard, it is worth
noting that the Chunqiu Fanlu (The Luxuriant Dew of the Spring and

Autumn Annals), a second century BCE text commonly attributed to Dong
Zhongshu lift#? (2nd c. BCE), attempts to base the entirety of human relations on
a net of interactions between the binary poles of 'humaneness' and 'righteousness'.

Drawing on paronomastic ties, 'humaneness', ren (*niq), is identified as a

means to content 'others' (renA *ni[r)]), and 'righteousness', yi (*r)(r)aj-s), is

defined as 'adjusting' (zheng IE) the T (wo S *rfaj?). The former is moreover said to
focus on the far, while the latter is associated with the nearby183. Eventually, the
difference between the two is reduced to the directedness of their attribution:
humaneness is specified as 'outgoing' (wang ft) - the assertion of 'humaneness'

proceeds from oneself to others. 'Righteousness' is characterized as 'incoming'
(lai 5(C) - the assertion of 'righteousness' proceeds from others to the self.

This reduction results in a semantic approximation of the terms ren and yi to an
"outgoing" and "incoming" movement and thus would render them into adequate
characterizations of the motion of light with respect to bodies either "emitting" or
"absorbing" it. Or put differently: ren and yi in this sense indeed seem to qualify for

capturing the movement of 'spirit' with respect to radiating and reflecting entities

respectively. And while Heaven and earth are not even mentioned in the Chunqiu

Fanlu, a few observations still allow us to connect its definitions to the above

183 Chunqiu Fanlu, 'Renyi fa' tUvè: "[...] What the 'Spring and Autumn' regulates is the
relation between other humans and the 'I'. That by which it regulates the relation between
other humans and the 'I', are humaneness and righteousness. By humaneness one calms
other humans, by righteousness one adjusts the 'I'. Therefore, 'humaneness' is to say "other
humans", 'righteousness'is to say "I". Just say the names, and they are already set apart! «#
m xissifu ufmfêAmm, twiftu intA?A. mzzmA
&, ÂA^ a Stil. (8.3/38/17-18; cf. Queen/Major 2016: 313).'Saying the name'
in the Chunqiu Fanlu is a technical term referring to paronomastic definitions: Listening how these

terms sound, one hears immediately that 'humaneness' (*nirj) belongs to 'other humans' (*ni[rj])
and 'righteousness' (*rj(r)aj-s) belongs to the 'I' (*ifaj?). "Therefore, the 'Spring and Autumn' has

designed a model for humaneness and righteousness. The model of humaneness consists in loving
other humans, not in in loving the 'I'. The model of righteousness consists in correcting (adjusting)
the 'I', not in correcting others." )§ife «#$C» MAWi, AAHASA. MAUA
IEÄ, T'ÏEIEAo (8.3/38/20-21; cf. Queen/Major 2016; 313) "Asserting righteousness and

humaneness are each distinct (shu): Calling someone humane, (the I) advances (to other humans);

calling someone righteous, (other humans) come (to the 'I'). Humaneness focuses on the distant.

Righteousness focuses on the near. If his sense of love reaches other humans, call him humane; if
his sense of <appropriateness> (*p(r)aj) ("righteousness) reaches the T, call him righteous.
Humaneness is dominant with respect to other humans; righteousness is dominant with respect to
the 'i'." ÄHHOfc. tffltft, «ff*. tAÄ, «AAL SAAtSZA, <t>(*s§)iË«§iA
1. AAA. (8.3/39/13-14; Cf. Queen/Major 2016: 316).
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passage from the Guanzi: First, in the passage under discussion, the Guanzi alerts

one to 'adjust' (zheng) one's body. And as we have seen, the term 'adjustment' is

precisely what 'righteousness' according to the Chunqiu Fanlu recommends us to

engage in with respect to the 'I' - and given the dominant physical understanding
of the 'I' as one body among others, it seems unproblematic to identify this 'I' with
the body, that is, the container the Guanzi stages as the object of cultivation.
Second, the Guanzi itself further qualifies the state of bodily perfection by the

maintenance of righteousness inside, an inner state which is said to result into the

dissolution of doubts. Thus, in view of our previous discussion suggesting that
shen is the light which Heaven abundantly sends down to earth, the qualification
of such selfless generosity attributed to Heaven as 'humane' seems entirely
traceable, all the more if one considers the degree of generality this concept was
accorded in the Chunqiu Fanlu passage discussed above. Likewise considering that

we have proposed that ming refers to the light which is continuously encapsulated
in solid bodies and shining through their surface, it is also understandable to

capture such "absorbed" light by the term "righteousness", especially if we take

into account that we have identified ming as what enables our right knowledge of
things - and it is precisely this which in the Guanzi allows the sage to dispel his
doubts. Third: a few lines further down, the Guanzi passage itself speaks about
one's 'spirit' sometimes leaving one's self and sometimes coming back. Here, it
uses precisely the two verbs wang and lai associated, in the Chunqiu Fanlu, with
'humaneness' and 'righteousness', respectively. In view of these connections, I

assume that the categories of humaneness and righteousness in the Guanzi

metaphorically identify our two modes of spirit through their respective sources
and their inherent movement - expansion onto others, retraction into oneself:

Shen is an unceasing flow of light from Heaven to all solid beings including our
own body; ming is our inner light which infallibly distinguishes right and wrong. At
the end of this difficult and largely implicit passage, the Guanzi eventually
identifies knowledge (zhi £n) of external things as something manifest in the

intermingled light (zhao 81) of 'spirit' and 'clarity', an assessment similar to Jia Yi's

explanation of cognition as a combination of 'knowledge' (zhi £n) and 'perception'
(shi/zhi184 Di). The Guanzi suggests that reaching the highest degree of this twofold
illumination enables one to know the entire range of external things, but it
presupposes one's success in preventing his organs of sense and thought from

transgressing their respective duties. More interesting, but less clear, is what the

Guanzi states next: Like Jia Yi's 'Dao de shuo', the text claims that our body
contains some amount of spirit in and by itself - arguably infused by Heaven and
earth at the moment of our creation. However, this spirit is said to circulate, leaving

184 Cf. n. 174, p. 50 above.
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and entering the body back and forth. Moreover it is claimed that no person is able

to track its course - which is fatal because its loss amounts to chaos, while we can
maintain our inner peace by keeping it. The text then changes its focus from spirit
to essence (jing): while humans are said to be too coarse to observe spirit, this

purified matter is characterized as capable to track spirit in imagination and to

arrange it in memory. At this point the Guanzi thus invokes an idea familiar to us

from our previous discussion of Wang Chong: The formation of imaginations is

attributed to essence. In addition to what we know from Wang, the Guanzi specifies
that the images taking shape in our essence are following the movement of the

spirit leaving the body. Even if it does not specify what exacdy essence and spirit
are supposed to be, the Guanzi agrees with Jia Yi in drawing a clear-cut distinction
between the two. The concrete interaction is imagined as a kind of changing of the

guard: Respectfully dismissing spirit allegedly results in the spontaneous arrival of
essence supposed to track it. Note the similarity between this idea of an agent

tracking the movement of the spirit delegated outside one's body and the meaning
of registrar, zhi I[i, arguably connoted or at least paronomastically invoked in the

term shi/zhi for 'perception'. Interestingly, essence in a next step is related to
one's earnest countenance - and in view of our previous discussion we may infer
that this refers to the expression of one's eyes. The fixation of our view in anxiety
and respect is supposed to keep essence from floating away. Apparently, it is

through a concentrated look of our eyes that we are supposed to be able to focus on
the pattern of the specific things we wish to track. When we look around we run the

danger that our spirit leaves without our essence being able to follow it. While it is

difficult to assess how exactly this interaction of a moving shen and a tracking jing
is to be related with the imagery of reflection of incoming and outgoing light as

developed by Jia Yi, two things are still clear. First, the Guanzi passage confirms our
finding that spirit, clarity and knowledge are conceived in terms of light and

reflection. Second, the refined matter making up the eye also is key in the

conception of vision in the Guanzi. Like Jia Yi, the text distinguishes essence from

spirit: Unlike spirit it is coarse enough for us to get a grip on it. Like this, it acts as a

mediator between the body and its organs on the one hand, and the subtle and

imperceptible spirit on the other. It is imagined as the most sublime kind of matter

- too pure to be singled out by form or color, but still perceptible through its
shine. Yet, through its cohesiveness it must have a spatial extension and - unlike
freely floating spirit - it must be able to fill up or "stuff" spaces left free by the

cavities inside the body. Combining our observations from the Guanzi and the

Xinshu, it seems plausible to assume that this essence was imagined as ming, that
is, as containing spirit, which after all made it shine, and that it was thought to be

capable of setting some of this spirit free - all by tracking its light through
reflection. Even if our interpretation of these observations stretches the
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conclusions to the limits of what the scarce sources at our disposal warrant, our
discussion has made it clear that these texts draw on an entire imagery of light and

spirituality which we still hardly understand.

Summarizing our discussion on Jia Yi's 'Dao de shuo', it is obvious, that both
its peculiarities and difficulties remain intriguing - in spite of the intertextual
references presented in this paper. At the same time, our contextualization of some

of its central ideas shows that Jia draws from conceptions about the relationship
between different bodies that conceive light as a transfer of breath-matter from one

thing to another. In this process, the sources of light are identified as providing qi,
while bodies which reflect this light are considered as consumers of qi. In Jia Yi's

cosmology, the appearance of things thus reflects a translation of breath-matter
from an illuminating source into reflecting targets. As we have seen, this

conception of the relationship between dao and de seems to reflect views current at
his time. What is peculiar about his text is that Jia goes on to further derive the

notions of nature, spirit, clarity and designation from the light of dao. Notably, he

aligns dao, spirit and clarity by identifying all of them with the expansion of light:
dao is its source; spirit is its movement; clarity is spirit as encapsulated inside
the body of an individual thing. Jia Yi thus presents an entire cosmology and

gnoseology of light, which in spite of many parallels to contemporaneous sources

seem quite exceptional in a Han Chinese context.

V

The three texts discussed in the second through fourth parts of this paper are

vastly different and were composed over a timespan reaching from the early
Western Han period to the beginning of the medieval period in the late 3rd century
CE. Jia Yi's text presents its cosmology of light in a metaphorical account on
personal cultivation. Therefore, our interpretation is difficult not only because of
its peculiar terminology, but also because it is unclear to what extent the text is to
be read in an allegorical rather than literal sense. Sima Biao's depiction of vision is

an isolated comment and therefore its interpretation not least hinges on our
attempts to contextualize it. Wang Chong's discussions on the role of 'spirit' in
imagination certainly are not intended as a systematic account on the topic.
However, the parallels in texts like the Guanzi show that his views can still be

considered representative to some extent. Finally, while the fact that our
investigations cover several texts of a varying degree of explicitness and consistency

clearly limits the bearing of our conclusions, our study still provides fresh

insights into the key concepts discussed. Taking into account all these difficulties,

our textual witnesses clearly bespeak a shared understanding of the nature and
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function of 'spirit' and highlight its close relation to vision and seeing, a connection

with a highly plausible relevance pointing beyond the immediate context of
the three particular texts discussed. 'Spirit' is consistently associated with the

essence, the most rarefied form of matter, which circulates in the body and gathers
in the heart, the center of thought and emotion, and condenses in the eye. Texts

compare its translucid and liquid consistency to water - and they emphasize its
mirrorlike ability to translate incoming light into the shapes of the things that emit
it. And while the precise relationship between essence and spirit is left implicit, it
seems as if the former refers to the material basis of reflection while the latter
stands for the movement itself of the light emitted and reflected. Importantly for

our context, there is a distinction between a notion of particularized spirit as

encapsulated in individual things on the one hand, and of a universal spirit
imagined as the general driving force of dao which moves and transforms things.
And notably, the former is conceived as the force that imbues particular things
with life and consequently is associated with the concept of xïng, 'nature'.
Eventually, the ability of the eye, the most compacted mass of essence in the human

body, to see, its clarity or perspicacity, is more specifically identified as a part of
that share of universal 'spirit' which is ingrained into a human body at the

very point of its formation. In other words, the water- or mirror-like quality of
the eye which allows it to reflect is due to its essential identity - through
participation - with 'spirit'. Like the animating driving force of a living being it is

only distinguished from universal spirit through its location in a particular thing
and its fulfilment of a specific function which separates it from the remaining
undifferentiated and floating spirit that fills the world - or is enclosed in other

things. Thus, the eye is not only considered as the highest concentration of spirit in
the human body, but spirit is moreover identified with the animating vigor and

vitality of living beings.

If now we conclude our paper by returning to our initial discussion of early
reflections on painting, it becomes entirely traceable why Gu Kaizhi considers the

depiction of the eye key for maintaining the liveliness of the portrayed person.
Even if the eye may not be the "seat", let alone the "source" of "the" human "soul",
it marks the focus point where an individual's spirit, his or her life-giving force,

gathers and steps into interaction with other beings. Our discussion has also

shown that the notion of 'spirit' is intrinsically related to light, reflection, and

vision. Accordingly, it comes without much surprise that it occurs in the context of
the visualization of spiritual pilgrimages to transcendent figures in imaginary
landscapes in Early Medieval texts. More specifically, we note a continuity and - in
fact, an underlying identity - between the individual spirit as encapsulated in
the human body and the universal spirit as the all-encompassing driving force of
the cosmos. The distinction between what Cai Zong-qi calls "xing-bound" and
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"xing-free" spirit thus is nothing essential that would eternally distinguish the

two - such as a human soul as against God - but it only marks a provisional
boundary between the "portion" of 'spirit' concentrated in a particular thing in
contrast to that part of 'spirit' which floats freely among things. Leaving the
confines of painting and art production, this incidentally also shows the fundamental
flaw of unspecified translations ofshen as "soul". Of course, this admittedly is not a

trivial question: Not least due to the lack of grammatical number in Chinese it is

difficult to decide, in each particular instance, if a word like shen (our 'spirit') is

conceived in an individualized manner - like spirits or souls in the plural - or
rather as a uniform mass of spirit stuff. And although this question clearly
frustrates any attempts at finding a general answer, Jia Yi's description of the
establishment of an individual's nature by infusing a particular entity with 'spirit'
clearly speaks in support of the second possibility: The spirit which forms the

individual's nature (xing 14) is simply taken from the overall mass of shen. And
when this body dissolves, the spirit encapsulated therein disperses and reunites
with the undifferentiated mass of spirit from which it had been extracted.

If we now try to step back and to relate our insights on traditional views on

spirit to early texts about landscape painting, there also seems to be some degree of

continuity. For example, Jia Yi's text seems to render more palpable the enigmatic
opening lines of Zong Bing's preface on painting mountains and waters: When we
relate Zong's characterization of the sage as "inhaling the dao and reflecting the

things" (han dao eryingwu 1=5"ürfo B&®) to Jia's "cosmology of light", this seems to

invoke the mirrorlike capacity of a sage to absorb the light he receives from an

illuminating body and to translate it into an accurate reflection of the former, all by
remaining himself unaffected and untainted. It would thus stand for a kind of
"non-distortive" receptivity characteristic for materials like water, metal, or jade,

as well as for exceptionally clear-sighted humans who deserve the attribute of
being de, "virtuous": Note that, in his defense of the imperishability of 'spirit',
transmitted in the apologetic Mingfolun, Zong explicitly invokes the mirror-

metaphor to characterize shen.185 Zong's description of the worthy (xian S) is more
difficult, but when he says that this less perfect person "settles his troubled bosom

and savors the shapes (of things)" this can be easily related to the same imagery:
Consider that the character chang $§ (MOC *thrai)h / LHan thiaqc) which occurs in
Zong Bing's phrase chang shen, and which is usually translated as something like

"setting free one's spirit", is used, in the Shiming (Explaining Terms), as a

definition of digestion which is said to dissolve dregs and floating particles,186

185 Park 2012: 212-213.

186 Shiming, 'Shi xingti' SMM (2.2/21/17): "The bowels are purifying. Pervaded by the purifying
breath-matter of the stomach, they remove dregs and dirt." Si, >l#iil° iSüBÄ,
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while the Western Han Chunqiu Fanlu uses the character as a loan for Ü 'black
millet wine' (MOC *thrar)h / LHan thiaqc), apparently alluding to the clarity of this
beverage purified from pomace and turbid particles. The Chunqiu Fanlu passage
under consideration belongs to a chapter on adequate gifts for different ranks of
aristocracy - and it traces the adequacy of these presents back to their defining
characteristics which it metaphorically links with the degree of moral perfection
associated with the respective rank: Notably, it deems 'clear wine' with its
attributes of purity the gift adequate for a 'sage' (shengren MA) - and it contrasts this
with jade, obviously considered of a somewhat lower degree of purity, which is

appropriate for the gentleman (junzi).187 In spite of the centuries separating these

Han period works from Zong, it is notable that the latter, too, starts his text with a

distinction of different stages of perfection, contrasting the sage and the worthy
(rather than the gentleman).188 In view of the metaphorics of purification at play in
this discourse of moral perfection, it thus seems even plausible that the expression

chang shen in Zong Bing's text refers to intentional attempts to at least approximate
the clarity of the sage. Given the weight of the notion of 'spirit' in Zong's preface,
and in view of the intimate relation of this term to light and visuality, it further
seems probable that the aim of his indulgence in landscape painting is the

clarification rather than liberation of the spirit, a practice which is intended at

enhancing the receptivity of light - even with the aim of ultimately achieving
enlightenment, that is, turning into a sage. Our discussion of sight and visuality in
pre-Buddhist China thus opens new perspectives on Zong's text, despite the

temporal distance setting apart his reflections on landscape painting and Jia Yi's

speculative text on dao and de. But still, ifNakamura Shigeo A W cfA (1913-1990)

is right in suggesting that Zong's sage is no one less than the Buddha himself who

187 Chunqiu Fanlu, 'Zhi zhi' #1^: "Black millet wine has [qualities] that are the same in kind as the

sage, who is pure, humane, pellucid, and unadulterated and who possesses the highest kind of
knowledge. What [the sage] contains within himself is inexhaustible in its virtue and accord; What

[the sage] exhibits in his actions is inexhaustible in its magnanimity and fructification. Its refined

aroma, pleasant and fragrant, penetrates up to Heaven.... it is without anything to pick out, is

as one with [the qualities of] the sage. (Queen/Major 2016:537); 0I#:frËt'/ï#, M
WilAA. -êrZ%-, M

ügJt, Älf/rSAo UMA"tË. [16.1/71/25-28]).

188 The Chunqiu Fanlu identifies the sage with the son of heaven. We may surmise that from the

perspective of Zong Bing who identifies the sage with the Buddha, this referent who is, after all, a

real human being, clearly represents a lower degree of purification. In view of this, the redirection

of the sedimenation and clarification metaphor for the purification of spirit to the lower stage of the

worthy, whom Zong characterizes as "clearing his bosom and indulging in (the) images (of

things)" (cheng huai wei xiang StJIifti®), would seem entirely consistent. This chimes nicely with
Nakamura Shigeo's identification of Zong's sages as Buddhas and his worthies with bodhisattvas

(cf. Bush 1983; 134).
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enlightens the sentient beings while his worthy represents the bodhisattva,189 his

emphasis on the role of spirit would make perfect sense. As we have seen in our
discussion of Jia Yi's text, the very notion of spirit is related to an entire imagery of
light, notably the idea of its passage from radiating dao to reflecting de. Insofar as

they are different terms for the ultimate source of light, the Buddha and dao thus

seem to coincide. Zong's reference to the notion of spirit thus seems to imply a

sustained emphasis on light. This in turn entails an importance of visuality which
helps understand why the very notion of spirit may have been considered so

relevant to the essentially visual art of painting, an aspect that has possibly been

overlooked so far.

I wish to conclude this paper with a proposal regarding the specific Buddhist
contributions to landscape painting, shortly touched upon at the beginning of
this paper. In view of our discussion of the intimate relation between 'spirit' and

visuality in ancient China, it appears as if, at least in the early period during the
Northern and Southern dynasties, possible allusions to Buddhist notions of
omnipotence (abhijnä) and concentration (samâdhi) are secondary and essentially
hinge on the common rendering of the former term in Chinese as shen tong, that is

"spiritual pervasion". Arguably, it is thus closely interconnected with a notion of
shen as an essentially de-individualized and all-encompassing medium of the

movement of light and consciousness vouchsafing the continuity and mutual
connection of its various parts which are scattered into locally and temporally
distinct entities. Inherited by early Buddhists to capture, among other things, the
idea of karmic retribution [yebao itfK), this notion dogmatically stands on brittle
ground as it potentially undermines the central doctrine of anâtman - the claim
that there is no persistent individual self or soul. It is observable that Chinese

Buddhists already in the 4th century became aware of this difficulty and contrasted

shen, which they now associated with Daoism, to their own notion of
'consciousness' or 'knowledge' (zhi £n)190. According to Sengrui ft# (371-438), it
is the merit of his teacher Kumärajiva (343-413), who consistently rendered
Sanskrit ätman as shen, that this term with its potentially essentialist

underpinnings was eventually discarded by Buddhists.191 Against this backdrop, the

specific contribution of Buddhism to Chinese theories of the arts thus rather seems

to consist in the establishment, since the beginning of the Eastern Jin period, of a

189 Nakamura Shigeo has suggested that "the distinction made between the sages and virtous

men reflects the separation between Buddhas, whose minds are identified with the universe, and

bodhisattvas, who still perceive the world in terms of a dichotomy between subjective and

objective" (Bush 1983:134)

190 Krause shows this on the example of Xuanchang's Iii# (/?. 445) largely fictitious biography of
Harivarman (Krause 2003:127).

191 Park 2012:194-195.
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discourse of imagination and visualization. Its importance would not so much be

the transfer of particular ideas about visuality or techniques of painting but rather
the fact that it provided the general discursive framework which, first and
foremost, opened the way toward critical discussions of the role ofvisuality in the art of
painting.
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